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Abstract

Consumer culture has long presented ethical issues for the academic

world. As the nature and processes of consumer culture have become more
integrated with the operation of universities, the debate has escalated. Over the
past 15 years, institutions have made increasing use of sophisticated marketing
techniques and, while many administrators applaud their use to define, grow, and
protect a school's reputation, many critics have decried what they see as nothing
more than crass commercialism. This study is an examination of the development

of consumer culture after World War II, when large numbers of students entered
post-secondary school. Critical analysis is used to understand how ideology plays
a significant role in the process of consumption, the formation of a subject's
identity, and how it relates to university undergraduate recruitment and retention.
A case study of one Canadian university's advertising campaign is used to
illustrate the process in a contemporary context.
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Introduction

Tim Edwards wrote that marketing activity represented a key development
in the twentieth century and, as such, played a pivotal role in the establishment of

consumer culture.1 This development did not pass by the university, as professor
Richard Krachenberg noted using the four "Ps" - Promotion, Pricing, Product, and

Place (distribution) of marketing in a 1972 Journal of Higher Education article. He
wrote that it did not matter what it was called, who did it, or where in the

institution it was being done, universities were unequivocally engaging in the
practices of marketing. He described recruiting as Promotion, financial aid as

Pricing, and the curriculum as Product - and changing it, product development."
And the Place where scholarly activity occurred (e.g. classes, labs, the Internet)
was how it was distributed.

The university goes to market
Increasingly, universities are directing significant resources to the task of

standardizing their ¡mages, reputations, and core messages for the purpose of
influencing a variety of target audiences (students, staff, faculty, alumni, donors,
government, the media, friends of the university, etc). By engaging in this
process, they can be compared to what Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer of

the Frankfurt School characterized as "the culture industry." In the pursuit of an
improved marketplace identity, universities have followed a very similar path of
development outlined by these early critics of consumer culture: the use of
advanced technical capabilities and greater administrative concentration of

functions. One of the key results of this change is increased marketing activity
1

that has, in many ways, represented an aestheticization and commodification of
the Academy similar to what has been done for fast cars, perfume, or any other
consumer good.1" As a long-time practitioner of marketing and communications,
and one who has spent considerable time in the higher education sector, I am
particularly interested in the marketing and branding initiatives universities are
engaging in and the implications such activities have for the institutions, their
students, and society.

It is my opinion that while external forces provided the initial stimulation for
a shift in marketing practices, higher education's focus on the establishment of
"corporate identity" has spurred an evolution in Canadian universities that has
largely moved them from "commodity" status (a good which is interchangeable
with another product or service of the same type with little discernable difference
in value) to a "brand" (a good with a recognizable value that holds consumer
preference). This process has been going on since the early 1900s and was
noticed early on by Thorstein Veblen, who condemned university administrators
and trustees for seeking to transform higher education by subordinating scholarly
ideals to business imperatives.'" However, over the past 15 years, this process
has accelerated significantly as many universities have sought to develop a
unique and unified vision, ethos, and set of values that would differentiate them

within the increasingly competitive academic marketplace/
Historically speaking, until the mid-1990s, Canadian universities generally
drew the vast majority of their students from within about an hour's drive of their
campus. Evidence of this is found in a Statistics Canada report that revealed a

significant and sustained upswing in university participation among local youth

when a new university opened in the area. It seems reasonable to assume that
this behaviour was likely due to the cost associated with living away from homevl.
As most institutions are located more than an hour away from each other, they

have generally avoided competing with each other for students (and other
audiences such as donors). However, a series of pressures largely external to
universities have forced them to adapt to a new landscape.

One of the most profound issues universities have faced has been the
steady decline in financial support they receive from government. The result of
this trend is perhaps best described by Dr. Andrew Wernick, a professor from
Trent University in Ontario, who portrayed universities as entities that have been
pushed through sustained public underfunding to privatize their costs and adopt a
more businesslike and entrepreneurial approach/" Universities have long aligned
with the economic and political powers on which their material existence
depends/1" and in Canada, governments have traditionally provided the lion's
share of the cost of program delivery. Indeed, if universities relied solely on the

portion that students paid, they would be hard pressed to fulfill their mission, for
the reality is that the revenue from tuition does not cover the expenses. IX
However, over the years, ever-tighter fiscal constraints imposed by governments
have meant not only less money, but also less autonomy brought about by an
increase in accountability for universities. The allocation of public research funds
has meant that university priorities are increasingly tied to those determined by
government bodies and more driven by productivity, resulting in a more businessoriented model/ Especially prevalent in Ontario, the cost of program delivery has
continued to rise and, while tuition has increased overtime, its level has not
3

grown in direct proportion with the diminished support from government. Indeed,
increases have been restricted by the government/' sometimes even capped. To
help address growing fiscal challenges, institutions have gradually turned to
private and commercial donors and, in doing so, have found themselves

competing for funding not only with each other, but also with other non-profit

agencies such as the United Way, Greenpeace, art galleries, and so on.x"
Another change in higher education has been the dramatic increase in the
number and location of undergraduate applicants participating in post-secondary
education. The baby boom generation kept university enrolments high from the
late 1960s, but by the late 1970s, the number of high school graduates began to
decline. However, over the next 20 years, a much higher percentage of high

school graduates began going to university/"1 According to Statistics Canada,
from 2001 to 2006, 24 per cent more students (2,079,650 to 2,538,355)
graduated with an undergraduate degree. This was on top of a 32 per cent
increase (584,745 to 774,655) in those attaining a Master's degree and a 30 per

cent rise (109,420 to 142,180) in those with an earned doctorate. XIV These
dramatic increases in students have meant much greater pressure on all aspects
of the university, including campus infrastructure (e.g. buildings, parking,
information technology) and support costs (e.g. salaries, employee benefits,
utilities) Additionally, the never-ending shift in student demographics has meant
that institutions have sought to balance their enrolment during times of decline by
attracting students from outside their normal catchment area (e.g. the Atlantic

provinces are currently facing a steady decline in university-age residents and so
are recruiting with far more intensity, outside their usual range). Furthermore, in a
4

world that is becoming ever more transnational in character, global student

mobility is contributing to a rapidly evolving market™ in which prospects are
increasingly considering their options for studying beyond where they would
normally apply, meaning institutions have to compete with not only domestic
institutions, but those around the world. While most institutions in Canada have

thus far been either insulated from international competition or have been only
half-hearted in their pursuit of foreign students and the higher student fees they

generally pay, many universities have seen the opportunities and challenges™1 in
this shift. As a result they have begun to lay the groundwork for their brand's
anticipated battles in the global academic marketplace.™"
As with other public institutions in the age of privatization, quasi-markets,

and private-public partnerships,™1" more and more universities are turning to
marketing practices to help inform and guide their strategies. From websites to
architecture, fundraising to community involvement, mission statements to
campus events, every dimension of the institution is examined and leveraged to
support the reputation and image determined by a university's chosen brand

strategy.xlx Nowhere is this more evident than in competition for the hearts and
minds (and applications) of prospective undergraduate students. A clearly
articulated identity has become an important institutional asset for convincing
high school graduates to apply for admission and, more importantly, to accept an
offer to attend. A uniquely positioned brand provides both an internal focus for

staff and faculty, who are involved in the integrated deployment of recruiting
activities, and an interrelated and comprehensive network of their target
audiences' perceptions. xx
5

This growing use of marketing practices has not met with complete
support from within academic circles. Critics such as David L. Kirp, Jennifer
Washburn, and Bill Readings, to name but a few, describe it as anathema to
higher education, and decry its use of centralized control and uniformity over their

perceived notion of universities being about freedom and action. XXI Kirp blames
(or credits) the tightly orchestrated marketing plans and techniques used in
enrolment management for the large jump in the percentage of students who
attend university. He argues that they are all, in part or in whole, driven by expert
advice from perhaps the most respected and influential marketing academic,

Philip Kotier, who wrote the book Strategic Marketing for Education Institutions.™"
For Kirp, the original North American university was a bastion of free thought
where communities of scholars were sheltered from not only the mundane, but

also the invisible hand of the market. In his opinion, the long campaign for
academic freedom was an effort, against significant odds, to secure a degree of
intellectual distance from everyday pressures and influence, and it was this
separation which allowed breathing room for scholars to critique the conventional
wisdom of the day.™" He is also equally clear on students being dealt with as
consumers, describing them as "acolytes" whose preferences are to be formed,
not consumers whose preferences are to be satisfied.XXIV However, even Kirp
recognizes that change is the air and much of it will have unavoidable
consequences for universities. New educational technologies; a generation of
students with their own particular requirements and faculty with contemporary
demands; rival institutions that live or die by the market; the never-ending need
for more funds and new revenue sources to replace the ever-shrinking proportion
6

of public support; a truly global market for staff, faculty, and students: taken
together, these forces have turned the university into what has been called the
site of "academic capitalism," the "entrepreneurial university," and the "enterprise
university."xxv
Washburn, however, is unforgiving in her analysis of the state of things,
describing the intrusion of market ideology and practices into the heart of

academic life as the single greatest threat to the future of higher education. XXVI
On the other side of the fence are those that see value in marketing

activities and they include all those who have instituted marketing programs. For
them, the goal is to attract students whose values, goals, and attitudes match
those of the institution which, in turn, contributes to the likelihood of them thriving
at the institution. Success at school benefits the student in obvious ways, but it

also contributes to the university through greater retention rates and improved
long-term relations'00"1 (and therefore more predictable operations), and
ultimately, to society, as students take their newfound skills and heightened
intellectual abilities and apply them to societal needs and challenges.
Thus far, some universities have met with relative success in

differentiating themselves from one another. Evidence seems to suggest that
students do self-select along certain lines (e.g. students who prefer an urban
setting choose urban-based schools, those who want a smaller school
experience select a smaller school). When asked to describe their university
experience, students also offer messages that support the messages that make
up the "uniqueness" of the institution. However, how much of this is due to the
marketing materials and how much is wrought from the actual experience? While
7

certainly there are differences in campus experiences, in reality the academic
aspect of undergraduate programs differ little from institution to institution, at least
in terms of the knowledge that they impart. The question, then, is how much of
this self-selection has more to do with what Adorno and Horkheimer described as

pseudo-individuality?
The concept of pseudo-individualization or pseudo-differentiation is
derived from capitalism's imperative to maximize sales and works through the
creation of illusory differences. These differences are created by marketing and
the advertising industry with the goal of convincing consumers that differences in
aesthetics reflect differences in essence and, by doing so, it puts a premium on

style over real content.xxvl" Therefore, how much of the students' responses are
driven by the messaging embedded in the marketing materials they receive
during the recruitment phase? It is clear that the market and (mass) media are
dialectically connected in the sense that the media play a powerful role in
structuring our perception of reality in advance and can have the effect of
rendering reality indistinguishable from the "aestheticized" image of it,xxlx so
questions arise regarding their responses. Are students cognizant that there is
often little difference between the actual content and delivery of university
programs - academic and non-academic? Indeed, are students even aware of the
promotional tactics that they are being subjected to, or are they only buying into
the marketing as it guarantees them the gratification they desire such as being
part of a community that they find appealing or can enhance future
employability?xxx
8

Successful as some institutions may have been with their past branding
initiatives, universities today are facing new developments that pose significant

challenges for the future. One is a societal change that features people engaged
in never-ending projects to create their own unique identities through the act of
consumption. XXXI This postmodern process involves a constant adoption and

rejection of commodified materials, and such activity will likely have a significant
impact on universities as they strive to keep up with the fragmenting identities of
today's individuals. Traditionally conservative and slow to change, universities will
be challenged to keep up with the evolution of chameleon-like properties people
are developing.
On another front, the conventional brand management techniques

deployed by higher education institutions have resulted in a proliferation of
brands that are relatively similar. It is not uncommon to see multiple universities
using virtually the same taglines and brand positions, and for their publications to
look almost the same. Perhaps the most bizarre situation featured Brock
University and Queen's University who are located within four hours of each other

and, for a period had taglines of "Experience Brock" and "Experience Queen's."
And this was on top of nearby University of Waterloo's "Learn From Experience,"
University of Western Ontario's "Best Student Experience," Mount Allison
University's "The Mount Allison Experience," and St. Francis Xavier's "Canada's
Premier Undergraduate Experience." Further complicating issues has been the

steady fragmentation of media. Once upon a time, there were relatively few
media outlets (e.g. newspapers, television networks, radio stations) who had
rather large audiences, and advertisers could be quite secure in getting their
9

message(s) to their intended audiences. However, with audience fragmentation
due to the explosion of specialty channels and publications, the cost of promotion
has skyrocketed as schools need to spread their media buy across a much wider
spectrum. While mass media and mass marketing is still being used by
organizations, its use and effect has seen a dramatic reduction. While overall

media consumption by individuals is up, most of this growth is in the area of

Internet and cell phone usage'0001 as television ratings have been in steady
decline for years; newspapers are struggling (the Tribune Company, one of the
largest U.S. newspaper publishers and media companies, filed for Chapter 1 1

bankruptcy protection in December, 2008) and radio has long lost its marketplace
power. As more competitors enter the fray, this pressure has only increased,
especially when they offer the same products (and the same brand position)!
And, during it all, university administrators have faced a steady chorus of
dissent, from those like Kirp and Washburn, who are deeply critical of the need to

market the academy at all, arguing that the contemporary university has, in many
ways, transformed itself from an already somewhat suspect Ideological State
Apparatus (ISA) into a bureaucratically organized and relatively autonomous

consumer-oriented corporation. xxxiii While most dissention has come from those
within the university, there are a growing number of people outside of the
academy that are opposed to the very idea of consumer culture, or at least its
global variant. Indeed, this may be the greatest challenge to an institution's brand

as counter-culture movements and consumer activism takes hold of developed
nations in the Western hemisphere. Nowhere is this recent development more
abundant than in a university's primary target audience: youth. While universities
10

are not commercial, profit-oriented enterprises, they are making use of the very
same branding tools and techniques that brand leaders such as McDonalds,
Coke, Starbucks, and Walmart use and audiences cannot be counted on to fully

distinguish between various types of organizations (e.g. for-profit, non-profit).
This puts them at risk for the same criticism that corporate entities have
experienced. Perhaps they are even more at risk given their special status as a

cultural resource and perceived role of providing what may be best described as
a "social good."
Thesis

Due to forces largely beyond their control, universities are in a transitional

state. Out of necessity, they have changed the way they attract and retain
students through the implementation of marketing or branding activities. This shift
is a significant one, as it accepts the existence of a new relationship: one that

positions students in the role of consumers. Few could argue that the sheer
commodification of the image has been the most obvious aspect of late

capitalismxxxlv and that this has significantly altered the volume, pervasiveness,
and influence of marketing in Western society. While some institutions have
adapted to these new conditions and met with relative success in their marketing

pursuits, and most university leadership appears to appreciate the value that
strategic branding can have on the process of student recruitment, no one in the

sector has conducted a full exploration and account of the particular nature of
how an emphasis on marketing may relate to their target audiences. To date,
universities have largely contented themselves with focus groups and quantitative
11

surveys that do inform them as to who their competitors are and what their

perceived strengths and unique attributes may be, but none have truly delved into
how and why their marketing activities work. And yet, the complex ways in which

consumers construct their identities and carry out the act of consumption,
especially in the contemporary sense, have wide-ranging implications for higher
education. From operational priorities to changed relationships and expectations,
this shift is affecting many long-unchallenged assumptions within the Academy.
While some critics believe that the use of advanced marketing and branding

techniques represents a threat to the traditional notion of universities, such
activities may also play a beneficial role in attracting students who are good
matches with an institution's values. If this is true, such students may be more

likely to achieve academic and personal success. The intent of this project is to
contribute to the research that has been done on the state of the present-day
university and enrich that being done by institutions themselves by exploring the
relationship between today's consumer culture and contemporary models of the
ideological "call" that the Canadian university makes to prospective
undergraduate students.
Methodology

To give an accurate depiction of current consumer culture, I will provide an
historical review of some of the classic ideas and theories that underpin our
knowledge of the relationship between market capitalism and individuals. I will
also address the topic of subject formation and explore how aware consumers
might be of marketing, and why, if they are aware, they submit to the call of
12

consumption. To support this investigation, I will examine primary texts, ideas,

and theories of ideology, branding and consumer culture, highlighting how they
have evolved since the post-war period. To begin, I will unpack Louis Althusser's

theory of ideology, looking specifically at how ideology represents the imaginary
relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existencexxxv as well as his
notion of interpellation. I will also draw upon Frankfurt School theorists Theodor

W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer and their critical notion of a cultural authority
dictating to the marketplace as well as more contemporary writings on consumer
culture and postmodernism through the works of Mike Featherstone and Tim

Edwards. The paper will also draw from Herbert Marcuse's ideas on counter-

culture, which will inform contemporary consumer anti-branding activity. This will
be compared with the present-day views of Joseph Heath and Andrew Potter as
outlined in their book, The Rebel Sell.

In terms of the need for a contemporary view of ideology that takes into
account the self-reflexivity of today's consumer/subject, I will be referring to works

by Slavoj Zizek and Fredric Jameson. My theoretical analysis will be supported
by relevant academic literature that addresses the contemporary university such
as Bill Readings, David L. Kirp, Andrew Wernick, and Jennifer Washburn.

In terms of current branding practices, I will draw upon my own experience
as a university marketing practitioner as well as germane academic literature

produced by researchers such as Douglas Holt. One area of particular focus will

be that of marketing practices that have been informed by critical theory.
Finally, I will explore how consumer culture, ideology, and issues of

identity affect and impact the branding of universities in a contemporary society.
13

To support my theoretical investigation, I will undertake a critical, visual,
and discursive analysis of a selection of York University's prospective
undergraduate student promotional materials developed for a specific recruitment
campaign carried out in Toronto-area movie theatres. I chose to analyze the York
campaign for a variety of reasons. First, the campaign is integrated and allencompassing in that it uses signage, posters, and a variety of advertisements.
As well, York's marketing department was then led by former New York-based
advertising executive Richard Fisher who implemented what would be considered
industry best practices. Its high-level promotional work is all contracted out to a
professional creative agency, which means that materials will have been created

with explicit purpose (e.g. targeting a specific audience, based on core brand
values, seeking a particular communication outcome, etc), and have professional
execution (e.g. writing, photography, design, etc). My case study is not intended
to supply a statistically valid representation of the sector as a whole, but rather
the intent is to demonstrate how the research findings operate within and
throughout a university's cultural texts. York is also a good candidate to study as
they represent a university that is being subjected to intense marketplace

competition from nearby University of Toronto, Ryerson University, and GuelphHumber University and very much need to establish their own "unique"
marketplace position to stand out. To achieve this goal, York has wholeheartedly

embraced marketing to help in recruiting efforts.

14

Birth of the Culture Authority Narrative
In the sequence of cultural evolution, the emergence of a leisure class

coincided with the beginning of ownership. XXXVI While consumer culture began

earlier in the 20th century, it really gained traction in the period just after World
War Il with a rising standard of living, the emergence of a new middle class, and
the proliferation of consumer goods and experiences. xxxv"
Sometime during this period, the term "discretionary income" took root,
truly establishing a line of demarcation between essential and non-essential
needs. Jean Baudrillard argued that this difference came about not because

sudden excess prosperity liberated the unmet needs of individuals, but rather
because sometime during the late capitalist era, the activity of consumption

overtook that of production as the key economic driver. XXXVI" He argued that this
changeover was accomplished, in great part, when those in control of the market
system discovered that consumers represented a significant and untapped
economic opportunity for them.xxxlx Baudrillard described this structural mode of

productivity as "Consumativity,"xl and argued that it featured the mobilization of all
consumer needs, even cultural ones,xh to overcome what he termed a
'contradiction of capitalism': the crisis of surplus production. Baudrillard argued

that by instilling a compulsion to need and a compulsion to consume, workers

were transformed into consumers/1" For their part, consumers readily adapted to
the use of their "surplus" income. Just as with the aristocracy that preceded them,
conspicuous expenditure along with evident abstention from labour became

conventional indicators of reputability.xl1" However, with little experience in the
15

area of having "free" time and money, the growing middle class needed guidance
in just what to do.

Manufacturers were rushing to take advantage of the opportunity that fed
off of the globally dominant liberal belief that was based on the premise that
freedom and autonomy were delivered through choice, and that choice would

improve the quality of an individual's life.xliv The problem was that consumers
were increasingly drowning in choice as more and more goods rushed into the
marketplace. Indeed, the sheer rise in the number of products on the market has

been another defining feature of consumer society. A mere 121 brand names
were registered with the U.S. patent office in 1871; by 1906, there were 10,000;

and by the early 1920s, there were over 50,000.xlv Today there are over 1.3
million corporations in the U.S.xlvi alone, most offering vast numbers of brands
and sub-brands. To help distinguish between all the products and services
available, consumers became reliant on the burgeoning advertising industry. The

advertising industry quickly figured out that in a marketplace crowded with a high
volume of similar products, promoting only the price and functional aspects had
minimal effect. However, they soon found other ways to appeal to consumers and
the advertising sector began a project that, in time, constructed a cultural

framework for understanding market offerings.xlvii Theorists like Baudrillard
believed that this cultural structuring of consumption worked less as an aid to
help people make choices and more to solidify political support for the capitalist
economic system, expand markets and market share, as well as increase

industry profit.xlviii
16

The first attempts to explain marketing's theoretical underpinnings and

expose the belief that culture has been reduced to the role of servant, forced to

meet the organizational needs of late capitalism,xliX appeared in the writings of
Adorno and Horkheimer, who argued that marketers had evolved into the

undisputed authority and irrefutable prophet of the prevailing order.1 They painted
the 1950s as a dark time that was marked by wide-scale production and mass

appeal fueled by mass marketing,11 where the ideology of capitalism had so taken
root that it effectively penetrated every pore of the social body.1" Adorno and
Horkheimer laid the groundwork for understanding the creation of a mass culture
system for production, along with a set of techniques for rationalizing culture as

commodity that stimulated consensual involvement in capitalist society.1"1 While
they were not the first to engage in the study of the effects of marketing, their
approach was a critical analysis developed at a time when more mainstream

approaches to research were either administrative (designed to serve the
interests of media, manufacturers, and advertisers) or empirical (following the

model of positivist science).1'7 Adorno and Horkheimer's position has been called
the "cultural authority narrative,"1" underlining the discipline, control, and
integrated manner related to the commodification and production of culture. Their
position unequivocally stated that all spontaneity had been removed from the
subjects themselves, arguing that culture was created by an external agency
through the fusion of the old and familiar into a new quality for the sole purpose of

mass consumption, |VI which ultimately acted as an agent of repression against
individuals. Iv"
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Adorno and Horkheimer coined the term "culture industry" to describe the
marketers, arguing that popular culture was analogous to the standardized

cultural goods a factory produced, |VI" and that these goods, for a variety of
reasons, manipulated the masses into passivity. They saw little difference
between cultural products and resolutely declared that all forms of mass media
(e.g. film, print, radio, television) were part of a coordinated attempt to impress

the virtually identical stamp on everything that was produced. Iix Any discernible
differences were explained as minor design clichés, ready to be slotted in

anywhere. Ix This uniformity, they reasoned, was an essential dimension of the
strategy for achieving repression, for the power of monotonylxl and repetition was
central to the system of capital. They argued that consumer identity was derived
from people choosing from a range of functionally similar goods that were

different at only a very surface level: that of style. Ix" This form of "uniqueness"
was described as little more than an illusion which they called "pseudodifferentiation." The resulting individuals perpetuated society through the
consumption of cultural products and represented a fundamental contradiction
with the system: people who sought freedom through goods, but through their

consumption, became merely a product themselves - the product of capitalism. Ixiii
The net result was a mass deception that had the effect of impeding the
development of autonomous, independent individuals who had the ability to judge
and decide consciously for themselves. |XIV
As to why individuals accepted this system, Adorno and Horkheimer
believed that people ignored the truth and remained submissive for essentially
two reasons. One was that easy pleasure dulled the mind and stimulated an
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absence of thought.

Baudrillard described this condition as a total consuming

immorality in which individuals immerse themselves in a pleasure principle which

has been entirely controlled by production planning. |XVI However, Adorno and
Horkheimer also felt that consumers, at least to some degree, purposely ignored
the conditions of their reality because if they accepted the fact that their desires

were being manufactured for them, they would realize their satisfactions were
likewise contrived and their lives would become intolerable. Ixv"
When considering the position of Adorno and Horkheimer, I think it

important to keep some historical context in mind, for it would undoubtedly
influence their opinions. During the post-war baby boom, the mass media truly
blossomed as a specially honed tool of the culture industry through the rise of
modern communications technology. Electronically based communication media
like radio and television allowed companies to project their brands into the
national consciousness at an unprecedented speed and level of saturation,

rapidly creating brand communities. |XVI" Likely proving especially distasteful to
social scientists and, indeed, academics of all stripes of the time, was the

continued (but large-scale) use of PT. Barnum-style hucksterismlxlx deployed by
many corporations. As well, it is useful to note that governments had become
master users of mass communications during the war and the halt in hostilities

did nothing to curtail their activities. From simple policy to Cold Warlxx public
relations, politicians continued to make full use of the propaganda machine to suit
their needs. As a result, most social critics of the day took a dim view of the
culture industry's practices, seeing them as obfuscations, empty entertainment,

and, worst of all, agents of manipulation. lxxl
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While World War Il represented a significant and high-profile marker in the
timeline of consumer culture development, another much less obvious one that

had significant impact was suburbanization. During the post-war period, a great
migration occurred, with multitudes of people flocking from urban-based ethnic
enclaves to neighbourhoods of diverse cultural backgrounds. With little to no
similarity in experience or heritage, people sought out common ground through

the acquisition and use of commercial products. Ixx" Herbert Marcuse was highly
critical of this capitalist development, describing it as domination in the guise of

affluence and liberty1™" that came about as social needs were transplanted by
individual needs. |XXIV He argued that, over time, the new state would become a
way of life as it seemed better than before and, therefore, remained accepted and
unopposed. He believed that this one-dimensional thought and behaviour

eliminated the possibility for one to think outside the given systemlxxv and the
state of affairs was sustained by the culture industry. |XXVI For his part, Adorno was
damning in his appraisal, describing this condition as the culture imperative which
proclaimed: "You shall conform, without instruction as to what; conform to that
which exists anyway, and to that which everyone thinks anyway, as a reflex of its
power and omnipresence. The power of the culture industry's ideology is such

that conformity has replaced consciousness". |XXV" According to Marcuse, ideology
directed its attack at one's very soul. Individuals were thus rendered powerless to
resist and those who even considered non-conformist ideas were labelled as

outsiders. While in theory individuals were free to think and act as they wanted,
because the system was so total and so unforgiving, non-conformists were

rendered economically impotentlxxvl" (e.g. they lost their job and could not acquire
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the very basics of life such as food and shelter) and therefore ultimately brought
back into line. They had no option.
Consumer defiance

The cultural authority narrative argued that as the culture industry grew
more powerful, it became more skilled at producing and directing consumer

culture. |XXIX However, not all theorists buy into the concept of near-blind
obedience to the seductive and manipulative power of marketing. Indeed, there is
even a Marxist tradition, influenced by Antonio Gramsci, that believes some

people are not only able to resist, but can take control of the meanings and uses

of commodities. Ixxx There are others that advocate for "libratory postmodernism,"
a state that comes about with increasingly diverse and fragmented selfproductive forms of consumption which threatens corporate dominance. Ixxxi While

neither posits that mass activism is probable, they both illustrate the point that
resistance is not futile and has, in fact, been happening for decades.

Marcuse was one of the first to rail against the perception of corporate
control, arguing that individuality was being repressed in favour of business

productivity. Ixxx" He saw the system in an authoritarian light, laying the blame on
the process of corporate central planning. Marcuse's position was that such
management mobilized, organized, and exploited the technical, scientific, and

mechanical capabilities of the day.lxxxiii He theorized that true human needs were
being overwhelmed and submerged by false ones, such as the need to relax,

have fun, smell pleasant, look attractive, and so on that were developed and
disseminated by the culture industry. For Marcuse, these needs did nothing to
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benefit the individual and, in fact, worked to repress the individual by perpetuating

toil, misery and injustice. |XXXIV This entrapment was seen as occurring in a circular
fashion as consumers were trapped in a never-ending project to make

themselves better according to market dictates and, to acquire the products, they
had to work to make money. The more they sought to make themselves better or

different, the more they needed to work, and so thus fed, supported, and
maintained the system. William Leiss, who studied with Marcuse, argued along
the same line, noting that as society became increasingly attached to the values
of materialism, the demand for market commodities has risen, which, over time,
caused confusion in individuals about their wants and needs in relation to the

means that are supposed to satisfy them.lxxxv Mark Edwards described the
confusion as an "alienation" that occurred in consumer culture when the "real"

relations of subjects and objects are separated, then reconnected through the

illusory processes of commodity fetishism. |XXXVI For Marcuse, exacerbating the
situation was that life beyond the culture industry's reach was impossible, as an

individual's private space was so completely dominated by the products and
messages of the market economy that the only possible reaction to living in the
modern world was mimesis: the immediate identification of the individual's

identity with consumer society. Ixxxv" He believed that no matter how strong a
connection a cultural product had with a person, because the commodity was
produced by and for the market system, it ultimately represented what it was from
the beginning - the output of a capitalist society whose dominant interest

demanded (and received) the repression of its members. lxxxvl"
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To this day, there are those that support the notion that the culture industry
is able to create need. Pasi Falk has described current culture industry practice
as an active strategy of selling and marketing, whose central strategy implies an

intentionality which is about more than selling goods: the idea is first and

foremost to stimulate demand, and thereby sell as much as possible. |XXXIX
However, there are others who would deny this power, arguing that marketing
does not and cannot create or invent needs, but merely reacts to or allows them

to surface. Their position is that such things äs hunger, thirst, pain, anxiety,
esteem are needs that are not always immediately expressed, but when aroused

sufficiently (either on their own or through active stimulation), they become a
motive and the consumer's response is an expression of a need.xc By this
account, individuals are somewhat autonomous entities exercising some free
choice as they pursue their own interests through consumption. Along these

same lines, people like Douglas, Isherwood, and Featherstone have challenged
the monolithic conception of power which characterizes the critical theory of the
Adorno and Horkheimer, instead proposing a concept of consumption as an
active and even creative practice/01 Roberta Sassatelli also casts doubt on the
power that the culture industry wields, reasoning that, according to the cultural
authority narrative, the only way to avoid being slaves of the commodity is to
remain slaves of nature, keeping needs simple and based on necessities as
opposed to desires or wants. In response to the culture authority narrative, she
posits that there is some evidence that functionality, necessity and scarcity are
often culturally and historically constructed, and that the process of symbolic
construction is ingrained in the genesis and the satisfaction of human needs. xc"

Others, such as Peter Stearns, have defended consumerism, declaring that new
goods provide improved levels of comfort, address societal issues and even

inject beauty into ordinary life. He believes that few would be willing to return to
pre-consumerist material standards. He also deems (in a seeming reaction to

Adorno's position) that there is sufficient evidence of elitist disdain for popular
culture to question whether many critics of capitalism are in fact reacting more to
the pleasures of the masses.xcl"

However, many critical theorists do consider post-WWII marketing as a
major social control mechanism that has allowed capitalism to take control of its

workforce from within rather than without.xciv Operating through the motivation,
mobilization and manipulation of workers, the culture industry has seemingly
managed to convince individuals through the magic or power of branding into
using consumption to construct their personal identities. For an examination of
how this might have happened and how the results may not be as clear-cut as

some may want, it is necessary to review how ideology itself functions, especially
as it pertains to consumer culture.

Ideology and Consumption
To begin this portion of the project, it is necessary to map out what I am

using as my definition or reference for the term "ideology." My analysis is based
primarily on the work of Louis Althusser, who defined ideology as the "imaginary
relationship of individuals to their real conditions in existence."xcv In other words,
for Althusser, ideology alluded primarily to an individual's unconscious relations
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to the world, and the ways in which people are pre-reflectively bound up in social

reality.xcvi
According to this argument, there are but two aspects to be considered:

1 . There is no practice except by and in an ideology;
2. There is no ideology except by the subject and for the

subjects.xovii
Ideology may be viewed from two perspectives: one that emphasizes how it
specifically alters one's view (e.g. feminism alters a person's view towards

gender issues) and another which views it in a broader context.xcvl" The Marxist
tradition holds that ideology consists of a set of illusory beliefs that sit alongside a
"false consciousness" which results in the situation where the ruling class is able
to maintain its dominant position. XCIX
As we can see by Althusser's definition, the concept of ideology moves far
beyond the scope of typically thought of "isms" (e.g. egalitarianism, conservatism,
feminism), as these examples have concrete, historical existences with particular
doctrines, beliefs, and practices. Ideology as I am using it has no particular start
and finish in human history and may therefore be seen as omni-historical or
affecting all of human civilization. Such a concept posits that the human race is
ideological by nature and that because of this, ideology represents an eternal

notion0 that is bound to the entire human experience.01 Indeed, there are those
who would say that such the connection in human beings is so innate that it puts
ideology into the realm of the unconscious, affecting what we do without even
thinking about it.c" In other words, Althusser's theory of ideology should be
considered an affective theory, rather than a cognitive theory.01"

Althusser began his work from the Marxist position, arguing that all social

formations arise from the dominant mode of production, and, for the purposes of
this paper, I am referring to market capitalism. Althusser contended that to

successfully sustain themselves, all modes of production must have, as a primary
goal, the reproduction of their conditions of production. In the case of market
economies, this includes not only the reproduction of the economic basis for

exchange, but also the two primary actors in the play: producers and

consumers.™ To ensure that the conditions of production continued to be
replicated, Althusser identified two apparatuses which the state used: the

Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) and the Ideological State Apparatus (ISA).
Althusser argued that RSAs were directly controlled by the state and included
governments, administrative bodies, the military, police forces, the judicial
system, and prisons, describing how they functioned through the application of
direct and indirect violence to control the working-class. cv ISAs, on the other

hand, cannot as easily be unified into one collective force, as many of them are

found in the private domain, cvi but he reasoned that they were powerful tools for
the maintenance and continuation of social structures. He argued that while ISAs

functioned primarily by ideology, they also operated on a repressive level through
the threat of punishment, censorship, and expulsion.cvii According to Althusser,
the ISAs consisted of religions, education systems (e.g. schools, universities,
colleges), family, political parties, communication channels (e.g. newspapers,
radio, television), and cultural activities (e.g. literature, the arts, sports).cviii
Collectively, they represent the primary site and means where class domination is
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realized because they are the very sites where the dominant ideology articulates
its ways and beliefs, indoctrinating its members.
For Althusser, the education system was the central instrument used to

ensure that consumers were created to fit the market economy's specific
requirements. Following the Marxist arguments that "those who control the

means of material production control the means of mental production; and the
dominant ideas are the ideas of those who dominate,"clx Althusser reasoned that

while students are given essential, practical knowledge in such things as reading,
writing, and arithmetic, the academic curriculum is ultimately driven by the needs
of the ruling class. To help ensure their compliance, they are inculcated with the
ruling ideology's conventions of good behaviour: conventions of respect for the
socio-technical division of labour, and, ultimately, the rules of the order
established by class domination. cx
Althusser uses Marx's societal structure model that consists of two levels,

the infrastructure, or economic base; and the superstructure, which itself is
divided into two components: the political legal, which consists of law and the
state, and ideology, which refers to ideologies, religion, and ethics that
perpetuate dominant beliefs and values. CXI Althusser contends that the
reproduction of the relations of production is secured primarily by the
superstructure, and that the educational ideological apparatus has developed into

the principal driver for social formation in developed capitalist nations. cxii He
reasoned that this is because no other ISA has the obligatory (and, not the least,
free) audience of the totality of the children in the capitalist social formation, eight
hours a day for five or six days out of seven. Furthermore, the education system

takes the child when it is most vulnerable in terms of its age and ability to
challenge authority, squeezed between the family state apparatus and the
educational state apparatus, and immerses it in the dominant ideology.cxl" He
argued that while the education system has the perception of operating in a
neutral, ideology-free environment, with the objective of leading students to

freedom, morality, and responsibility,cxlv in actual fact, because it was designed
and run by those from within the dominant ideology, the very design and
practices of the system guarantees that it (and the students) will continue to
serve and perpetuate the interests of the dominant class.

As to how ideology works, Althusser proposed that individuals are
transformed into subjects through the ideological mechanism of "interpellation".cxv
For him, interpellation is the process by which pre-social, abstract individuals are
transformed into social beings and placed within the aforementioned imaginary
relationship to his or her social conditions. CXVI In other words, ideology is an
inescapable and immediately experienced relationship between an individual and

their world. cxv" To illustrate how the process worked, he explained that
interpellation works much like when a person is hailed by a message. He used
the example of a person calling out, "Hey, you there," contending that most
people within hearing distance would recognize that they are the ones being

called to and respond accordingly. cxvl" The hailing works because it is concrete
enough to be recognized and accepted by the receiver, but abstract enough to be
thought about, and it is the act of thinking that gives rise to knowledge and
belief. CXIX According to this theory, as people attend school and then enter the
workforce, ISAs interpellate or build them into subject positions which benefit not
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only the ruling class, but also the continuation of the market economy through its

never-ending reproduction. From the post-secondary perspective, it is precisely
this notion of hailing that works to attract students who match a university's
particular brand. This will be explored more fully in my case study but essentially,
when a prospective student encounters marketing materials that have been

effectively developed to mirror the values and experiences which they offer, it
hails them (e.g. a small rural institution hails a student who is looking for a
university experience at such an institution). The institution, on some level,
reaches out to the student, who responds in an affirmative manner.

The success of the ISAs and the process of interpellation is due, of
course, to the fact that subjects work (and therefore reproduce) of their own
accord. This empowerment (perceived or otherwise) dramatically reduces the

need for RSA intervention. The vast majority of a society's subjects recognize
and follow the existing and desirable state of affairs, be they political, economic,

or what have you.cxx In terms of university recruitment, the potential for such a
concept to be understood and utilized could mean a more effective response

from the appropriate match of prospects, and a higher rate of retention as they
match the school's environment. The net benefit to this on the cost side is lower

recruitment costs (as schools can attract better qualified students with less mass
marketing) and, more importantly, better retention rates that mean steadier, more

predictable operational aspects such as required staffing, resources, and funding.
More recently, Slavoj Zizek tackled the relationship between interpellation
and ISAs, feeling that Althusser never really provided a complete account for how
they were integrated. His main question surrounded the idea of how ISAs
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reproduced themselves if they were not actually conscious of what they were
doing. CXXI Unlike Althusser, Zizek believes that a fundamental dimension of
ideology is that it is not, in fact, a false consciousness or an illusory
representation of reality, but rather social reality itself which has been created by
ideology. In other words, ideology is not a state of socially false consciousness,

but the reproduction of a false consciousness with absolutely no knowledge of
the ongoing process. cxx" He describes a paradoxical state of belief before belief
that occurs as people are conditioned through social customs. As subjects follow
"traditional" or "cultural" customs, they recognize (are hailed) by what they
already believe. CXXI" Zizek's answer to the question of how interpellation functions
within ISAs is somewhat related to the concept of abstraction that Althusser

outlined, but instead of leaving it at a level where someone was provided ideas
that needed thinking about and they thereby become fully interpellated, Zizek
argues that people are not actually fully interpellated, that there is a small "stain
of irrationality and senselessness"cxxlv that doesn't make it in to one's
consciousness. For Zizek, this omission does not cause problems for subjects,
but on the contrary, the non-integrated surplus of senseless traumatism actually
serves to bestow absolute authority to the ruling classcxxv and ensures the
reproduction of capitalism. This is done by giving people a sense that they have
some degree of autonomy, some opportunity to think about and reject the
system. However, because individuals have been so thoroughly conditioned by
the ISAs, they know what to do and how to behave and have just enough shock
to ensure that any momentary wavering in their support of capitalism is soon left
behind and they (and the system) keep going.

However, Zizek does note that there is a new sort of subject in the
marketplace: the cynical subject. This new arrival has likely long been around,
but for Zizek and Peter Sloterdijk, the pressures of the contemporary marketplace
are resulting in the development of more. What distinguishes them is that they
seem quite aware of the distance between the ideological mask they wear and
the social conditions of their reality, but they nonetheless still insist upon wearing
it. For Zizek, this is a paradox of "enlightened false consciousness."cxxvl In this
state, subjects know very well what they are doing, but continue to do it; they do
not reject or overthrow the capitalist project. While the increased literacy on how
the market system works has forced very real changes in corporate marketing
practices (I will address this more fully later), other than an increase in cynicism
and skepticism, individuals continue to do what they do: consume. cxxv" Indeed,
they seem to be doing it at a quickening pace. To help illustrate how, in the era of
late capitalism, the performative power of reason seems to have eroded to the

point where it is quite ineffective, Zizek uses the children's story about the
emperor's new clothes. Criticism is met with general indifference or cynicism: "the
emperor is naked and the media trumpet this forth... yet nobody seems really to
mind - that is, people continue to act as if the emperor is not naked."CXXVI"
Sloterdijk concurs adding that he believes today's consumers are acting out of a
notion of self-preservation, as they no longer are innocent to the ways of the
market and cannot claim to be ignorant.cxxlx
Another explanation to the above could be that some individuals have a

perfectly good understanding of the mechanisms of capitalist exploitation (it is
taught enough in schools and talked about in society), but conclude that a market
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economy society, while containing unjust and oppressive elements, is simply
better than any other alternative. cxxx
For Zizek, such a conclusion is, in fact, demonstrable evidence of his

concept of the "stain" in action, where consumers are actually aware of the
inequities but feel good enough that they can contemplate and reject it. However,
Zizek has another, related argument worth considering: his concept that social
reality is a fantasy-construction which enables individuals to mask the real of their

desire.cxxxl The word "construction" is especially useful here because it implies
some form of active planning and engagement, and so may be with ideology.
Zizek argues that one's social condition is an illusion constructed to serve as a

support for our reality itself: an illusion which structures our effective, real social

relations and thereby masks some kernel that would be so traumatic for a person
as to be functionally insupportable. With this understanding, the purpose of
ideology becomes not to offer individuals an excuse for or point of escape from
reality, but to offer people the social reality itself as an escape from some
traumatic, real kernel (e.g. the contradiction, oppression and inequalities that

capitalism produces). cxxxli
Power, Consumption and Ideology
While clearly Althusser's RSAs represent the explicit source of power for
any system, as mentioned earlier, ISAs also exercise considerable influence, but

it is useful to recall Zizek's observation that reality itself is being created by
ideology. This moves us beyond the armaments of RSAs, and the punishment
meted out within the operation of ISAs. It allows for the consideration of how
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ideological practices exert power. One place to look is the work of Michel
Pêcheux, who builds on Althusser's concept of interpellation. Pêcheux believes
that ideology is found in the discourse of the everyday. He argues that a network

of discursive devices such as colour and shape define what is being said; "facts
are not really facts, but rather subjective accounts made by and for a controlling
¡nterest."cxxxiii
This line of argument echoes that of Michel Foucault, as he discussed the

concepts and interrelationship of power and discipline. Foucault argued that
subjects are social constructions fashioned from the ways in which bodies of
knowledge are produced and disseminated, thereby creating not only the
condition but the very exercise of power relations. CXXXIV For Foucault, the use of
power is not at all restricted to the armed forces, but rather it is a pervasive,
intangible network of forces which weaves its way into the slightest gesture and
most intimate utterance. cxxxv Contrary to the capitalist perspective that anything
can be bought or earned, this viewpoint posits that power is something that
cannot be owned, lost, given away or acquired, but rather it traverses and

produces things, inducing pleasure, forming knowledge and producing
discourse. CXXXVI In this scenario, the replication of consumer society is inherent to
the system. Society is steadily colonized, with the culture industry playing a
starring role as knowledge producer through its marketing and promotional

discourses. CXXXV" Of course, one must not forget the role of the ISAs, especially
the educational component, in this process. Once again, the circle metaphor
appears, this time in the act of consumption that becomes a primary socialization

agent. Discipline and control is exercised by individuals upon themselves as they

learn about and engage in consumption. CXXXVI" The more they learn and shop (or
inverted in the case of post-secondary institutions to shop - choose a university and learn), the more engaged they become in the process, thereby attaining
more knowledge, and so on. Linking back to the concept of ideology for a
moment, we can now see how ideologies are not fashioned from, nor consist of,
ideas, but rather are found within a series of practices. CXXXIX Consumers become
entwined in a power relationship with producers (e.g. brand owners, market
research companies, advertising agencies, universities, retailers) who shape the
consuming subject through an educative process. In other words, "the

subjectivities or identities of consumers are the effects of power when people are
conceptualized as consumers and participate in consumption practices that are

regulated by markets."cxl
From Foucault's perspective, freedom (a key principle of the classic
liberal-capitalist project) is possible, and it is acquired through the operation of

productive power. cxh When an individual exercises freedom of choice, they have
the ability to contribute to the creation of their own identity. However, the paradox
is that by becoming involved in the discourse of the market, they become
eternally repressed by the newly created power relation. Taking this notion
further, we can see how individuals become engaged in a constant project to
improve their class position through consumption, always striving to improve it,
but never being satisfied, because there is always room for more improvement. In
other words, for Foucault, power is a system driver. It is not just what one has or

opposes, but also what one depends upon, on an ongoing basis cxl". One of the
chief ways for individuals to construct an identity and exercise power within one's
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class is through "conspicuous consumption," a term coined by Theodor Veblen
that refers to the behaviour of marking social status through the competitive

display of possessions. cxh" In the next section, I will explore how power,
consumption and identity function together.
Power, Consumption, and Identity
Mike Featherstone believes that consumer goods can also be viewed as a
way to signify the level of a person's cultural capital through what are described

as positional goods - those which are valued for their scarcity. Individuals are
very much influenced by envy and competitive display; in a consumer society, the
exclusivity offered by positional goods make them prestigious in the eyes of all

concerned. CX|IV There is little doubt that individuals and groups consciously and
subconsciously seek out improvements in their social rank and prestige through

consumption"1" and, as such, positional goods are battled over incessantly.cxlvi
This ongoing conflict works to not only further communicate the ideas of the

dominant class to a wider audience, cxlvii but also drives society to ever-higher
standards of living.CX|VI" One of the primary drivers in this process is marketing
which serves a two-fold ideological function: Promote consumption as a
legitimate, desireable activity and promote cultural and social differences. cxlix
Such pursuit of power through consumption allows one to frame consumer
culture exactly as Foucault imagined it, as a power relation or construct that

operates between individuals and groups whose primary objective is to gain or

maintain control of information and cultural resources.01 In such a viewpoint,
power is built into discourses and language structures, operating through all our
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social practices, including consumption with the result being the production of

subjects.ch As a result, commodities become the means to attain objectives rather
than being objectives themselves.01" Taking this into the realm of post-secondary
institutions, one can see this playing out in surveys of prospective students. What
appears to matter most to them is not the quality of the education they might get

at a particular institution, but rather the prestige of the university. clm By attending
a prestigious university, they have acquired a positional good.
Of course, to achieve these objectives, an advanced form of knowledge

about commodities and consumption practices is required,cllv which is no easy
feat. To gain an education in taste, fashion and lifestyle, consumers must
regularly expend time and money to become collectors and connoisseurs of

culture, or, perhaps more precisely, acquire cultural capital.clv For Pierre
Bourdieu, taste represented the practical mastery of distributions which enabled a
person to be aware of what is likely to happen and to benefit from this advanced

knowledge. C|VI However, he argued that seemingly natural or individual tastes
were actually little more than social fabrications which were used to maintain
one's dominance within a group or between individuals. Further, he described the
process as one where taste classifies as well as classifying the classifier,
meaning the exclusive nature of social capital demands that it must be

maintained01"" if a person is to continue to occupy their social position.
The Logic of Consumption
For Jean Baudrillard, the logic of consumption is defined by the concept of
difference. He postulated that an object was not actually ready for consumption
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until it was "released from its psychic determinations as symbol; from its
functional determinations as instrument; from its commercial determinations as

product; and was thus liberated as a sign to be recaptured by the formal logic
of... differentiation."01™
Thought of in this manner, the purpose and execution of modern

marketing can be seen as defining a specific mode of information that transforms
concrete meanings into intricate, symbolic representations and meanings carried

by words and images. cllx Consumption then becomes a form of exchange. It does
not occur because of an objective consumer need, an innocent, unstimulated
intention of the subject towards the object; rather, there is social production, in a
system of exchange of material differences, a code of significations and false

values. clx For Baudrillard, meaning is not found in the relation between a
consumer and product he has purchased for rational reasons; rather, meaning is
found in difference that is systematizable in terms of a code or differential

structure that establishes the social relation and not the subject as such.clxl It is
likely here, though, not always articulated as such, that the criticism of marketing
a university through promoting its difference lies. Instead of seeing the social
good or use-value of an institution, the differences branding represents as
opposed to others is seen as representing a false value. However, this seemingly
false value is an imperative for today's consumer, who seeks to build an identity
through brands. The clear expression of a brand helps to attract those who share
certain traits. How and why this occurs is discussed in the next section.
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Consumption and Identity
"In Western materialist societies... an individual's identity is
influenced by the symbolic meanings of his or her own material

possessions, and the way in which h/she relates to those possessions.
Material possessions also serve as expressions of group membership and
as means of locating others in the social-material environment. Moreover,
material possessions provide people with information about other people's
identities. "

Helga Dittmar

Individuals have long orchestrated their identities with an "operational logic
whose models may go as far back as the age-old ruses of fishes and insects that

disguise or transform themselves in order to survive" in a threatening

environment.0'*" From what I have outlined in terms of power and identity, one
can see how consumers might envision their environment as a threatening one,
but how the notion of identity links up to the activity of consumption is worth
exploring. The concept of ideology involves the construction of meaning and
understanding which drives the particular structure of the subject and one's

identity.C|XI" Contemporary consumer culture plays a leading role in identity
construction, acting like a tornado that sucks up people and references and spins
them into an inescapable mélange of never-ending reformation. The process
ultimately renders both the consumer and producer as commodities through the
additional commodification of the self, where a person's very being is reduced to
the ownership of something and desire represents not a need, but rather a lack of
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something.

Western culture instills a strong relationship between individuals

and their possessions as, over the years, we have come to increasingly define

ourselves by what we possess.clxv Of course, this argument could be inverted to
describe the insidious nature of marketing as one of personality commodification
where, for example, you are the designer-label clothes that you wear and,

therefore, without the clothes you are not "you".clxvl
Since the late 1990s, identity creation through consumption by Western

culture class groupsclxv" like prospective university students has fueled the push
for individuals to present their distinct sense of style through the careful selection
of a particular range of products and their consequent customizing and
personalizing of these goods. This form of consumption, known as "Lifestyle,"
was described by Dick Hebdidge as a central life project for individuals, and was
very much based on social positioning through a highly symbolic or aesthetic

pursuit.clxviii
Some experts, like Grant McCracken, reject the notion that contemporary
Western society is driven by the engines of marketing and materialism, causing a
soul-destroying obsession with consumer goods to develop, calling such
arguments a "dangerous misrepresentation of the facts, alarmist, accusatory, rich

in assumption, poor in research and almost entirely wrong."clxlx There is some
insistence that because individuals in the twenty-first century are increasingly
knowing in the ways of the market and because there are more choices to select

from,clxx there has been a shift in power from producers to consumers. The
situation is described as being beneficial to the average person;clxxl however,
serious questions do remain over how much rationality consumers actually

exhibit in the buying process. Are they calculating, bargain hunters looking to
maximize utility and serve their own best interests, or irrational, uncontrolled and

unconsciously driven pleasure seekers that are easily duped?clxxii As I have
described, the ideology behind branding activities would seem to indicate the
latter, but counterculture activities are on the rise and their existence must be

explained. While Foucault would downplay anti-branding activities, describing

their existence as only natural given the existence of powerclxxiii (inverting the
earlier assertion of power being not just what one opposes, but also what one

depends on), and Zizek would say it was all part of the system, the "stain" that
allows some protection from the trauma but ensures further compliance, the
marketplace reveals an increasing number of individuals that seem quite capable
of living within the consumer system and yet demonstrate feelings and actions
that are antagonistic to corporations.

Joseph Heath and Andrew Potter have an interesting interpretation of
counterculture, describing the critique of mass society as one of the most

powerful forces driving consumerism for the past forty years. clxxiv They follow the
argument made earlier regarding competitive consumption, believing that
consumerism is the end-product of consumers trying to outdo each other. While

most accounts describe counterculture activities as a reaction against mass
culture conformity, they believe that it is really competitive consumption that
creates the problem, not conformity. For Heath and Potter, "keeping up with the
Joneses" and mass culture has not been an issue since the fifties; today,
consumers seek to stand out from the crowd. In other words, it is the non-

conformists, not the conformists, that are causing the problem in terms of

consumer culture. If we accept this position, what is ironic are critical creations

such as books like Naomi Klein's No Logo, magazines like Adbusters and movies
like American Beauty, which all simultaneously decry and marry the concepts of
anti-conformism and consumerism. The message for the receiver is one of
mocking, certainly but less of contemporary consumer culture. What they all
attempt to do is knock the concept of conformism with the net result being that
viewers/readers are driven away from conformism and into the arms of
uniqueness (which is achieved through consumption). Indeed, for Heath and
Potter, brand differentiation is built upon this very foundation: how a product

differs from others, what it is not, is what makes it appealing to its audience. clxxv
To help emphasize the link between counterculture and consumerism, they
discuss a group that embodied the very notion of anti-consumerism: the hippies.
Heath and Potter note how they resolutely rejected the consumerism of American
society and yet, during the 1980s, the same generation that had "tuned in, turned
on and dropped out" presided over the most significant growth in conspicuous

consumption in American history. clxxvl Another more current example of this is
seen today, where anti-materialists are just as wont to use material goods while
being critical of consumer society. An example of this is Birkenstock-wearing
individuals who support the environment. Their footwear are consumer goods
meant to fashion their identity and signal their values; however, their use
demonstrates a dependency on material culture to make their cultural
material.clxxvii
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Consumer Culture in the Postmodern Era

Fast forward to today. The challenge to the Frankfurt School's cultural

authority model comes in the dynamic flux of postmodern culture,clxxvl" where the
reality of large-scale market activism conducted at the speed of the Internet is a
daily occurrence. Postmodernism and consumer culture emerged at roughly the

same time,clxxlx but they share much more in terms of similarity than the time of
their birth. To a large degree, both are about unremitting change and reformation,
and because time itself seems to have fragmented into a series of perpetual

presents,clxxx a sort of historical amnesia has set into the population. clxxxl As
opposed to the modern self that had faith in self-mastery and social progress, the
postmodern self refuses to enter into long-term commitment, since loyalty is no
longer a virtue, but a foolish risk, since the future is open and unpredictable. Cast
adrift from the past and lacking confidence in the future, the postmodern self is

fixated on the here-and-now.clxxx" From my perspective, the two seem united in
terms of identity. While it is true that people do recognize themselves in the
products and services they consume, finding their soul in the car they drive, the

label of clothing they wear, or the brand of scent they wrap themselves ¡nclxxxl"
and, while the economic basis for this exchange has not changed, the
relationship between producer and consumer has, throwing the authoritarian
model and its notion of unforgiving and self-perpetuating social control into
question.

Of course, if many consumer activities are practical, utilitarian and goaloriented, the argument about the solely destructive effects of consumption as

described by the Frankfurt School lose a lot of their credibility.clxxxiv In the opinion
of Mark Edwards, today's consumers are much more sophisticated in their
consumption habits due to an increased awareness of how the market functions.

This has lead to a rise in skepticism and cynicism which has led to large-scale

criticism and, in some cases outright rejection of some companies' branding

efforts.clxxxv While the rejections are not threatening to overthrow the capitalist
system, this new activist attitude has resulted in consumer-led revolutions that

Marcuse only wished for and Adorno never imagined possible.
In many ways, contemporary consumer culture and identity has entered a
new paradigm, where the goods are instruments of the self,clxxxvi which is a work
under construction. While much of the identity's cultural material is indeed found

in commodities,clxxxv" the authenticity of the project is premised upon making
thoughtful, sovereign choices rather than following market dictates. This
perspective of individuals as autonomous, self-regulating, self-actualizing
choosers is derived from neo-classical economics, which posits that consumers

know what is best for them and maximize their utility and quality of life through

the choices they make,clxxxviii but it goes beyond individuals making simple
rational choices based on their budgets. I believe that consumers make decisions

based on emotion,clxxxlx but that does not mean that they are completely devoid of
rationality when it comes to the choices they make. Today, individuals demand

(and exercise) the right to mix and contradict the explicitly developed meanings
marketers have devised. cxc Indeed, because Western culture has featured a

broad range of choice in the meaning individuals draw from consumer goods,cxci
products have become both the creations and creators of the culturally
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constructed world. cxc" There is no doubt that people buy products, at least in part,
to capture the meaning contained in it, and it is also very clear that certain
meanings that people treat as essential to full participation in the contemporary

world come from the marketing system. CXCI" However, what is also quite evident is
that the concept of the consumer as a passive recipient of meaning is being
called into question as they seem to be active participants in the process. CXCIV
Marketing can certainly help to create awareness and consolidate the prestige of
a brand, but it cannot create a demand for a product that doesn't meet, at least in

part, consumers' expectations. This is evident in the fact that the percentage of
failed new products is approximately 40 per cent, sometimes reaching as high as
60 per cent. Such significant numbers demonstrate that a product or service's
branding must, to a large degree, match its material qualities or it will be
rejected. cxcv
The situation was different in the 1950s, when consumers actually sought
out a producer's advice as a way to fit into society. In many ways, today's
consumers want to be taken out of the known self,cxcvl and the control to take

these personal "flights-of-fancy" lie with the individual, not the producer, as they
pilot which direction they will go. Whereas long ago need was replaced by desire,
in the postmodern, desire seems to have been replaced by wish - a concept
unshackled by social constraints; it is spontaneous, fancifulcxcv" and capricious.
Postmodernist culture has extended our lucid-aesthetic experience into a
narrative of spectacular events that are seemingly unconnected to the crises of
the day. In many ways, this has contributed to the development of a society that
has minimal attachment or loyalty, is adaptable to rapidly changing conditions
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and ¡s highly open and attuned to the aestheticization and commodification of

public space. CXCVI" The results of this continuing fragmentation can be seen in the
steady division of media into more targeted vehicles (e.g. specialty channels and
publications) and consumer offerings. Mass marketing and mass communications
are becoming much less effective as individuals' preferences splinter into ever

more distinct identities assembled through consumer products and choices. cxcix
As a result, the subject has morphed into a rhizome-like state, with multiple
strands of constantly negotiated discourses and personas linked by a base
narrative that individuals themselves are creating.
Consumer Culture's Use of Symbolism
I use the word "create" because contemporary consumer culture is
dominated by an element it has learned to use effortlessly: symbolism. Created
and promoted by the culture industry, symbol-value represents meanings,
associations, and the fantastical properties offered by a product and it has long
replaced a focus on use-values (the facts, specifications, and actual outcome of

using a product).00 As a result of this shift, marketing has become increasingly
experiential in nature as opposed to product-centred, and overwhelmingly more

conceptual and visual as opposed to textual. CCI While ignoring the functional
properties a product might offer might seem counter-productive, advertising's Bill
Bernbach describes the evolution as occurring because most readers could not
recall exactly what they read, but rather came away with a vague, misty idea
formed as much by the pace, proportions, music, and writings as the literal words
themselves. cc"
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Symbolism works by stimulating the creation of identity through the
possession of desired goods and the acquisition of artificially framed styles of life.
Critics believe that in time, this pursuit of false needs became a replacement for
real needs, as the appearance of successful consumption (e.g. driving a nice car,
wearing fashionable clothes, living in the right neighbourhood) became more

important than satisfying the actual need and use of a product. cciii The era of
symbolism was born.

From an ideological perspective, individuals experience consumer goods
via an artificially created social reality that has been symbolized, constituted, and
structured by the symbolic mechanisms of the marketplace. CCIV Because ISAs
have conditioned consumers from birth to accept the market and react in certain
prescribed ways, the use of symbolism invokes concrete content (a product's
use-values), making the symbolism appear as if had real substance. ccv For some,

this regulation of reality by symbolic fiction conceals the real of an underlying
antagonism, CCVI even if it is not self-evident. Indeed, for critics, it is the very
invisibility of any antagonism that proves the power and effect of marketing's

influence as it shows the hegemony exerted by one side in the class struggle. ccvii
Nonetheless, humans seem to be especially keen, if not adept at

swimming amongst these symbols and their associations, ccviii constructing their
identities through intricate layers of consumer goods. Arranged in cascading
hierarchies, they have become the visible part of contemporary culture and
represent the rich symbolic diversity of which the postmodern identity is

capable. CCIX Some have even suggested that consumer culture has not only
provided the conditions for identity to be understood in relation to possessions,
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but that identity may be construed as an actual possession - that an ideal

individual not only accumulates property and goods, but also his or her self.ccx
Michael Schudson wrote that "it holds implicitly or explicitly that freedom,
fulfillment and personal transformation lie in the world of goods,"CCXI and with the
advent of symbolism, consumption became a form of self-actualization for

people.ccxii
Today, symbols flood one's senses with evangelical calls to build personal

identities through brands as everyday life has become aestheticized and
commodified.ccxm Consumer identity has developed into a meticulously narrated
assemblage of market-supplied goods, clothes, experiences, practices, and

dispositions"307 that represent an individual's primary site of cultural
consumption. ccxv What is more, the goods that consumers surround themselves
with form the primary channels for the communication of their self-identity;ccxvl
their meanings used as a tool for projection and negotiation in the flux of human

interaction. Symbols at once represent who the consumer is, communicate which
social group(s) they belong to, and which groups they are excluded from.ccxv"
To help acquire the symbols, marketers have turned advertising into a
cultural dictionary which keeps people apprised of new consumer signifieds and
signifiers. This aspect is a vital component in understanding the context of
consumption, CCXVI" as consumers are locked into a ceaseless project to manage
their identities (where at once there is the freedom to do it, but also the need to

do it). When consumers view advertisements, they are looking for symbolic
resources, new ideas, and better versions with which to advance their own

identity and as they do it, meaning moves from culture to them through
advertising. CCXIX

Prior to the advent of symbolic abstraction, a product's advertising relied
on the promotion of use-value that focused on the functional use or attributes of

the objects.ccxx These aspects were easy to communicate, understand, consider
and compare, but symbol-value is a whole other issue. Today's material

possessions carry complex layers of social meaningsccxxi that can often seem
impossible to understand. In contemporary society, advertisers mix and juxtapose
associations which make decoding far more difficult for just anybody. While some
might argue that an age of information overload (or at least confusion) is upon us,
another interpretation might be that today's cultural texts are reaching out or
appealing to an identity which can handle a much more intricate relationship of
meanings. Consider a Shakespearean play. To the casual observer, it is difficult
to decipher and almost impossible to appreciate. However, to one who has

engaged in a sustained study of them and has a full grasp of the English
language to understand the puns and double-entendres, it is not just

comprehensible but stimulating. The complexity, in fact, is the challenge. Getting
it makes it a social marker - a positional good. Those who understand are in the
community, and those who don't are outsiders. Cultural meaning is used to
define and orient a person, and one of the ways they satisfy their societal
freedom and fulfill their need of self-definition is through the systematic
appropriation of the meaningful properties of goods. ccxxii
Baudrillard would likely disagree with this assessment and instead
describe the situation as a numbing bombardment of division and disorder whose
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only result could be socially controlled passivity.

However, a more optimistic

view would consider the contemporary consumer as much more akin to the

fragmented social world they find themselves in;ccxxlv a portfolio perfectly
designed for mess, multiplicity, inconsistency, and endless reproduction. ccxxv
Identity is fluid, potentially unstable and context dependent. CCXXVI Such a view
would more closely match that envisioned by Stuart Hall, who argues that the
world is witnessing the emergence of a new kind of postmodern subject and
identity where individuals assume different identities at different times, identities
which are not unified around a coherent self.ccxxv"

Consumers in the early twenty-first century are definitely more aware of
the commercial environment they inhabit than any have been before. As such,
they are more comfortable in engaging in or rejecting consumption activities than
many critics are willing to grant. It is my opinion that this growing self-awareness
in the postmodern consumer has led to a self-reflexive attitude about issues of

authenticity and identity. CCXXVI" For them, brands must have an air of "authenticity".
In the world of marketing, this means that they must be perceived as invented
and distributed by those who are first and foremost motivated by their inherent
value and only secondarily for economic gain, whether or not this is the case.
Perhaps the best example of this is the Apple corporation, a publicly traded
company whose first obligation is, as with other such entities, to its shareholders.
And yet, because of the way they conduct business and market themselves,
public perception is that they seek to create and invent first, and make profit
second. As a result, the company enjoys tremendous brand loyalty and support.
Postmodern consumers can smell an overtly commercial endeavour a mile

awayccxxlx and are especially hostile when a brand's ideals seem so detached or
opposed to the material actions of the companies that own them.ccxxx
Evidence of the importance of authenticity is supplied by the advertising
industry's use of sound over the years. In Adorno's time, music "jingles" were
standard accompaniments to advertising, offering short, memorable key
messages that were created by ad agencies and meant to capture the essence

and unique properties of a product. With the mass backlash to corporatism in the
1960s, jingles fell by the wayside and branders sought to link their wares with
popular music hits, with the goal of triggering certain intellectual and emotional
reactions which would bind the consumers to the producers and their

products. CCXXXI This appropriation of treasured cultural texts has, overtime,
exhausted itself, as consumers have become aware and weary of the commercial
intent. Nowadays, as often as not, consumers react cynically to the linkage
between music and product, rejecting not only the product, but the performers as
well, as they are seen as "selling out." As a result, advertisers have taken to

using cultural texts that still have a modicum of what Walter Benjamin termed
"aura" left,ccxxx" something derived from its supposed authenticity, uniqueness,
and individuality. CCXXXI" This emphasis on authenticity is the basis for Clive and
Pamela Nancarrow's "cool," as it helps to put distance between elite community
groups ("cool tribes") and mass culture. For the Nancarrows, authenticity is a
deeply ideological discourse that stands in defiance to popular culture while
championing the exclusive, whether in terms of literature, film, food, venues,

sport, etc.ccxxxlv A prime example of this strategy is found, once again, in the
marketing activities of Apple when they used indie singer/songwriter Leslie Feist's
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song "One, Two, Three, Four" to launch its ¡Pod Nano in 2007. Striking gold with

the strategy, each successive launch of an Apple product has featured a similarly
unknown band.

In today's marketplace, dissatisfaction with the actions of corporations has
continued to develop and this has occurred for a variety of reasons. One is
because consumers have come to feel that many of the "luxury brand" goods and
services they have been purchasing have little to no extra value or quality over
less expensive competitors' offerings, and that the difference(s) are little more

than fluff and hype.ccxxxv Another is that consumer wants and needs seem, again
in the mind of consumers, to have taken a backseat to internal interests and

shareholder valueccxxxvi ccxxxvii as corporations pursue short-term, single-sale profit
strategies over long-term relationship building strategies.

In a postmodern world, organizations need to promote transparency in
terms of their ethos and values, thereby entering into an altered relationship with
consumers as contemporary consumers have increasingly become socialized in

a new form of aggregated consumer power, which has been enabled by
computer-mediated communication. This new power allows for the rapid and
sustained exchange of information on (and reaction to) corporate activities. ccxxxviii
To have sustained success in the marketplace, it is vital that firms establish clear

lines of obligation linking their brand(s) and the company.ccxxxix In other words,
corporate actions must fit with those of its brand(s). For example, if a company
that sold organic produce was owned by a company that also invested in
chemical fertilizers, there would likely be a backlash from consumers. Further to

this, firms that work only on creating the perception of authenticity (e.g. by giving
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their brands different names and not putting the corporate name on the
packaging) are living in the past and ignore the reality of the contemporary
consumer. They will ultimately suffer in the marketplace, as consumers today are
seeking out a diverse range of cultural material located within brands that

contribute to the construction of their personal identitiesccxl and engage in a form
of bricolage, but only when corporate ethics and behaviour mesh with the

brand. ccxli
However, not all would agree with this assessment. Frederic Jameson, for
instance, argued that postmodernism represented no such empowerment for the

consumer and, in fact, actually featured the death of the subject.ccxl" For
Jameson, if modernism was about personal, private style with all its uniqueness,

ccxh" the new era was marked by the impossibility of style innovation and bricolage
was a complete non-starter. In his mind, postmodernism represented little more

than a relentless regurgitation of dead modernist stylesccxllv which played in a
constant loop of schizophrenic pastiche. ccxlv
Case Study
"Internal and external communications are as fundamental to modern

organizations as electricity and human resources. It's not an either-or.
Organizations, particularly large ones, without effective communications channels
eventually seize up or fade away in the public consciousness."
Richard Fisher, Chief Marketing Officer, York University
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Background

While the case study I am undertaking is a specific campaign at York
University - the "Theatre Domination" campaign - it is important to understand

where it came from. As part of an integrated brand awareness program, the
campaign itself was designed to articulate a clear and consistent series of

messages to prospective students. To help see the visual and messaging tie-in to
the campaign, I have included a collection of other materials that were not part of
the campaign, such as website, newspaper "banner," and magazine

advertisement (appendices 1 , 2, 3). The look and messaging is consistent, and
the execution across all platforms is flawless in every aspect. The concept for the

pieces, as well as the technical execution of the writing, imagery, layout, and
reproduction, are excellent. Over the years, York University has garnered
numerous international awards - including an overall Grand Gold Award from the

Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) for the best
university advertising campaign in 2005. In addition, prior to the campaign I am
analyzing, York received a national CASE Gold Award for its so-called subway
"Station Domination" campaign. The campaign was very similar to the one I will
review here, but took place in the St. George subway station in front of the
University of Toronto on the very day of its campus open house. TTC riders got
off the subway car to find every possible display surface (stairs, pillars, display
boards) covered with York advertising. As I will demonstrate using in the case
study, York regularly engages in a strategy where it invades a space known to be
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frequented by its key audiences and completely dominates it with recruitment
messaging.

York also won a CASE Silver Award for the University's 2004-2005

undergraduate admissions book. ccxlvi Suffice it to say that they do a very
thorough and professional job of branding the university, which was necessary as
it had some lofty goals along with significant challenges. As Richard Fisher,
York's Chief Marketing Officer describes it:

The brand campaign is unique because it gets to the core of the
kind of education offered by York...We don't have the resources to do 10

different campaigns for 10 different targets, so a branding campaign for
the University has to work not just for prospective students, it has to work
just as well for government officials, researchers, alumni, and other

groups. ccxlv"
That said, this particular campaign is clearly aimed at prospective students as it is
located in a place that they frequent and is centred upon the use of cultural
objects that have a strong connection to their particular experience.
The campaign itself was prepared by the Doug agency, a Toronto

communications agency, and focuses on York being an interdisciplinary
university where traditional academic boundaries are broken down.ccxlviii While

most universities have developed some level of interdisciplinary approach to
studies, none have actually made this aspect the focus of their brand and

marketing activities like York has. In doing so, they have taken the thoroughly
postmodern position that interdisciplinary dialogues are not only beneficial but

actually necessary. CCX|IX
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In May 2005, York launched a new phase in the campaign designed to

raise its profile among the movie-going demographic of 17- to 24-year-oldsccl by
inviting 250 of their top prospective students from the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA) to the Paramount Toronto theatre. The event marked the launch of their

"Theatre Domination" advertising campaign to support the university's
undergraduate recruitment activities. To help give the impression of a celebrity
"red carpet event," York hired a reporter and camera operator from Toronto 1 TV
show ?-List, who interviewed guests as they arrived. While the use of media-

related signifiers definitely supported the theme of the night, this positioning of
students as the focus of attention was the beginning of a strategy that raised the
profile and status of the prospect and featured a distorted power dynamic, where
York positioned the student on a level equal to their instructors. Of course, this

stands in stark contrast to the reality, for most of York's first-year undergraduate
students will find themselves as one of 500 or more packed into cavernous

classrooms watching the professor perform in his or her "show." The goal
seemed to be to make the prospect feel as if they were not only the most
important person in the theatre (they had received "VIP" invites to the event), but
also make them feel of central importance to the university, indeed, as important
as the faculty members. The campaign was described by York as the first of its
kind in Canada, and ran for five weeks in 33 cinemas across the GTA. It featured

print advertisements (appendix 7), in-lobby banners (appendix five), back-lit
posters (appendix 4, 5), "floor cling" ads, (appendix 4) and three 30-second
animated commercials that ran prior to the movies, all aimed at promoting the
University's interdisciplinary approach and encouraging prospective students to

"redefine the possible" by choosing York University as the school to attend. ccli
The approach York took is quite contemporary and takes advantage of the fact
that today's culture is increasingly hybrid. In such an environment, interactions

and fusions between the various arts and media result in boundary lines that are

becoming harder to discerncclil and, as shall be discussed, the Theatre
Domination campaign most definitely fits this bill.

This particular case study is also very useful as it exemplifies a key
branding activity known as "positioning": the targeting of a product through
advertising for the right audience in the right channels. In this case, York offers a

product (undergraduate education) to a younger audience who will likely be
highly receptive to the university's messaging at that moment in time,ccliii as so
many of the soon-to-be high school graduates will be applying to university. York

has intentionally selected an environment where a great number of their target
audience will congregate and had even chosen a movie (Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy) that is not only aimed at the institution's desired demographic, but,
because of its link with an "intelligent" subculture, will have positive long-term
associations for the university's brand.
In this case study, I will confine the analysis to the advertisements that
appeared in the form of large posters hung on the theatre walls as well as

featured in print vehicles. I have done this because they are the backbone to the
entire York brand campaign, driving the look and feel of all types of media and
echoing that which is found on the university web site as well as other ad
campaigns.
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A campaign of power

The strategy York uses is one that the advertising industry makes regular
use of, and it is based upon three principles: repetition, positioning, and image
creation. The ultimate goal of the strategy is to enhance awareness and interest

in a product. In the case of Theatre Domination, the repetition is the consistency
of look across all ads and presenting the ads on many surfaces and in multiple
media. From the cinema entrance to the concession stand to the movie previews,
the viewer is continuously confronted by the tightly controlled messaging of the

advertisements.00'1" While from a marketing perspective, this would be viewed as
effective, there would be those who view the campaign in another way. They
would see it in the same manner as Baudrillard, who saw advertising's attempt to
dominate space and time as a visual assault which would inevitably result in

socially controlled passivity. cclv Indeed, the very name of the campaign, Theatre
Domination, says it all, clearly stating its objective to control a physical space. Its
goal is not just to be the most obvious "thing in the room", but rather to impress
its meaning upon everything within that space, including the people. Fisher's own
description supports the aggressive nature of the campaign: "You've got to take
your message to the audience and not wait for them to come and seek you out...
It's the impact that maximizes your message." Within Fisher's very discourse lies
a theme of power and the campaign's creative "call to action" or tagline, backs
this up: "Question Every Angle. Study Every Angle. Research Every Angle."
Written to speak directly to the reader, the text is aggressive and commands the

reader to consider how various academics interpret a series of everyday objects
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and to themselves become involved in a similar way: to take on the role of a
scholar and consider what the objects might be. The likelihood that these ads will

be ignored or challenged is much lower than for a commercial company because,
as discussed on pages 36 to 37 of this paper, York is what Althusser described

as an ISA. Students have literally learned to trust and accept an ISA's institutional
behaviours. Recall from page 36 that Althusser argued that all social formations
arise from the dominant mode of production.s To successfully sustain
themselves, all modes of production must reproduce their conditions of

production, meaning the reproduction of the economic basis for exchange and

the two primary actors in the play: producers and consumers.cclvl Ironically, in an
absolute mirroring of this, when ISAs engage in such activities, they are
reproducing their very own conditions of production, and the students take on the
role of consumer.

The York advertisements are as effective as they are because they build
upon the existing power relationship between student and ISA. Created by
professionals to achieve particular ends, ads are designed to stimulate action and
achieve prescribed goals (e.g. create awareness, cause emotion, motivate a
purchase). For such communications to be successful, the ad's writer and

designer considers not only the actual information they are required to relay, but
also the relationship between the target audience and the organization and/or
product. In other words, they need to consider that all communication takes place
within social structures that are inevitably marked by power differences, and that
this requires the viewers to interpret and create meaning by using the signifiers
that are available to them. This dynamic can have a dramatic effect on how the
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message recipient interprets and accepts understanding.001™ In the York example,
by taking its campaign to where their target audience is empowered (on their
"turf" - the movie theatre - and by using their "language" - the visuals which I will
speak to later on), York maximizes communication by removing, at least on one

level, a social power structure that has dominated the target audience's entire life
- the school. I say on one level because while the physical structure of the school

is at a remote distance, the ideological underpinnings or social practices that
ideology lives within are never removed. Inside the movie theatre, prospective

students once again become engaged with an ISA, but this time in a seemingly
different role, as they are invited to take control of the process. As shown in the

ads found in Appendix 7, prospects are asked to compare interpretations of what
various objects (flashlight, ticket, popcorn, restricted symbol) represent to
different academic disciplines and, through this process, consider what their

interpretation may be. On the surface, the process seems quite empowering;
however, as mentioned, this creates a distorted or artificial power structure that
inverts the reality of a university experience, be it in the classroom or lab or even

residence. After consideration of what the academics (e.g. the sociologist, the
psychologist, the lawyer) think the object is, the ad positions the reader as a

scholar, who is led to make an intellectual decision of their own: "what do you
think the object is?" The ad text also positions the reader in a commanding
fashion. First with a call to challenge: "Question Every Angle. Study Every Angle.
Research Every Angle," and also with a call to their aspirations: "Redefine the

Possible." In reality, undergraduate students have little to no power during their
time at university, as professors are the ones who control the curriculum, assign
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projects, evaluate their work. Recall also from page 36 that subjects (students)
are social constructions fashioned from the ways in which bodies of knowledge
are produced and disseminated. The implications of this are long-term and follow
Althusser's argument for how economic systems reproduce themselves. ISAs

create both the condition for and the exercise of power relations. cclviii The ads'
messaging create the conditions for the exercising of power through the
construction of an imaginary relationship between the prospective student and
York. This ideological fantasy allows the student to ignore many of the
contradictions that they will encounter during their time at York, such as the
reality that they will not be an equal contributor in the classroom. While some
students may reject the fantasy if it is too far from the university's perceived
image or claims, a great many will not. This is because, as described on page 44,
an individual's social condition is an illusion that supports their reality and
structures effective, real social relations, often masking some very real, very

significant contradictions. cchx
Taxonomy

The power of the York advertisements lie in the their ability to pull off this

inversion of power without being obvious to the viewer. As the design of the ads
do much to camouflage the inversion, to facilitate a critical analysis, it is useful to
map the content in the form of an organizational chart (see illustration 1 below).
Without graphics, it is much easier to see the relationships between content.
Such classification is called a single-levelled overt taxonomy: where a participant
(superordinate) is connected to two or more other participants (subordinates)

through a tree structure.

The intent of such a process is to identify the

superordinate and subordinates, thereby revealing any underlying relationships of

social power.CC|XI
While they are all similar in the way they are designed, for the purpose of
this example, I am using the advertisement in Appendix 7, which features the

Restricted ticket object. In the ad, the copy asserts that various academics (a
sociologist, psychologist, and lawyer) are professionally interested in an object
that they (students) are both familiar with and interested in. The copy first calls
the ad viewer to take a position equal to the York scholars and consider the three

perspectives of what the object represents, which then leads to the student to
consider alternatives to those presented. By engaging in this process, York is
inverting the power structure that actually exists in a university classroom, where
the professor is the centre of attention and the one guiding a discovery of
knowledge that involves much less open investigation than the ad suggests. I
have outlined the inversion process in the form of two charts so as to show how
the process works. Illustration one (below) demonstrates the actual ad object as it
relates to the academics' copy descriptions or interpretations. Illustration two

(below) takes the process a step further to reveal how the ads use of objects and
interpretations are meant to position student and academics as equals.
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Restricted ticket

AcMd

A sociologist sees
waiauiiiliip

psychologist sees
protection

Alawyer sees a
disclaimer

Illustration one (above) - shows the structure of the text as it appear in the
advertisement.

Restricted
ticket
X

I

Sociology
professor

Psychology
professor

I

X

Law

professor

Prospective
student

Illustration two (above) - Shows how the ad works to position the ad
viewer (the prospective student) as an equal to York's scholars.

By analyzing the advertisements' content in such a way, another distortion
of reality is discovered in their representations.001™ When one considers the

design and placement of the ads, it becomes obvious that the campaign is
designed to create a convergence between the sphere of youth-related,
entertaining fun and the comfort of the theatre and the sphere of adulthood with

its never ending need to purchase.oclxiii By using photographs of such simple (and
enjoyable) objects in a fun environment, the university hopes to demonstrate
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what a fun and easy process education is at York. Of course, nothing could be
farther from the truth, as a successful university experience will require years of
hard work. And the risk with using these particular images is that they may
actually demean or debase the value of a York education given their banal and
inconsequential nature. Further, while the use of consumer-oriented,

entertainment-related material may carry a surface appeal with prospective
students, by taking this approach, it may also attract and/or train students to see
themselves as consumers of education. They will likely have the same
expectation for personal satisfaction of their education as they will of the movie. If
it does not meet with their approval or wishes, they can and will complain until
satisfaction is received.

Metaphorically speaking
To help bring understanding of what a product or service is like, it is very
common in the advertising world for art directors and copywriters to use visuals
and/or words that will serve as a metaphor for the product or service being

marketed.CC|XIV York has used a series of movie-related icons that supply a
number of possible interpretations. An obvious one would be that of

entertainment: that a world of enriched meaning is accessible through the
analysis of such fun and familiar objects as popcorn. Such an interpretation
would connote that going to York is, like going to movies, a pleasurable
experience.

While I believe that this interpretation certainly has merit, there is another
that warrants exploration and it is driven by the premise that the Theatre

Domination campaign is effective because it is based on power and power
relationships. All of the advertisement's objects may be classified as or represent
authority, which the target audience will want to oppose. Because of their stage in
life, many students see attending university as an opportunity to step out of "old"
power relations and explore new ones as they transition into adulthood. Not

getting into Restricted films, being told to be quiet by ushers (with flashlights),
having to line up to get admitted (with tickets), being unable to enter into
restricted movies, and eating junk food (instead of good healthy food as

demanded at home) is designed to get their attention and, when juxtaposed to
the tagline "Redefine the Possible," challenges them to take control of their life.
Of course, this is a fantasy, for it truly offers them no such liberation from their
perceived "bondage." As discussed on page 46 of this document, such action or

dialogue offers only engagement with the systemic and inevitable aspect of
control. By becoming involved in any such discourse, an individual is able to do

new things, but they are ultimately repressed by a newly created power relation.
Related to this aspect is the underlying human value of power. Advertising is
most effective when it takes a powerful human value or emotion (e.g. love,
power, fear) and turns it into a metaphor or symbol that can be commodified. In

this case, York is commodifying power (the power to redefine what is possible for
themselves and/or their future) and the power to control their life (by enjoying
restricted movies, eating popcorn, etc). As the underlying commodity form or
mechanisms of advertising are already known to them (students have been
exposed to advertising their entire life), they are themselves drawn into a cycle of

producing, rather than merely reading, commodity sign values.cclxv This process
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underscores Althusser's model of ideological interpellation: substance is supplied
by the advertisement's iconic symbols, and the pre-existing ideological position of
the prospective student makes them open to hailing. The hailing works because it
is substantive enough to be interpreted and resolved by the receiver, but abstract

enough to be thought about. It is the act of thinking that gives rise to knowledge

and belief,CC|XVI igniting an imaginary relationship between the subject and the
university.
Semiotics

The Theatre Domination campaign is, to a large degree, successful in its

attempts at interpellation because of the way its intended audience perceives it.
The fact that the ¡mages appear on video screens and posters emphasizes an

aesthetic signifiedcclxv" that is linked to contemporary youth, and the knowledge
required for this sign to be correctly interpreted is significantly cultural. cclxviii
Without such knowledge, interpellation is not likely to occur. Another aspect of
the campaign that makes it so effective is that it operates at a time when the

university's target audience is open to interpellation - during the consumption of
cultural material (movies). To leverage this vulnerability, the university integrates
its cultural material (advertisements) into the mix. It is not likely that many inside

the theatre would question the promotional activity that surrounded them, as they
largely view all such cultural materials as part of an interchangeable system
which is governed by the same rules that are applicable to each other. cclxix The

meanings built into the ads are drawn out through an intricate social relationship
that involves two elements besides the ad itself and its producer(s): how viewers
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interpret or experience the ad, and the context or physical placement in which an

ad is seen.cclxx To the latter point, the reality of contemporary society is that
individuals are constantly bombarded with competing messages, and the visual

disorder and juxtaposition of an ad's image context affects how viewers derive

their meanings. CC|XXI By dominating the theatre space and having few other ads to
compete with, York minimizes the chance that any confusion may occur in the
interpretation of their intended meaning. In terms of the first element, the clever

tie-in of the visuals and their location in the theatre itself works to amplify their
social meaning. To help illustrate the point, I will use an analogy: words on their

own lack the ability to convey complex ideas, but when used in a sentence, they
become much more clear in terms of their meaning as sentences give the
word(s) context. The same is true of advertisements which, on their own, are far

less influential than if they were to be situated in their chosen venue where they
can draw upon other supportive or amplifying communication. The physical
context of the theatre space and use of theatre icons adds this crucial addition to

the determinant of meaning.cclxx" Within the walls of the cinema, semiotic
potential, and therefore hailing potential, is largely driven by the semiotic

resources available to an individual in a specific social context,cclxxl" and there are
indeed plenty of resources both planned and situational. On the planned side, in
each instance, the ad features images of objects related to films (popcorn, a
Restricted movie symbol, an usher's flashlight, and admittance ticket); the
accompanying text interpretation of what a professor sees when he/she sees
them; and real versions of the objects in question within easy viewing distance
(indeed, other senses are invoked to engage in the process as the smell of hot-

buttered popcorn wafts in the air and sound is emitted from ads running on giant
video screens.) The advertisements are interpellating when they say "Hey, you,
you know what popcorn or restricted movie tickets mean don't you? Well, this

product means the same."cclxxiv The images used in the York campaign trigger
certain effects that are embedded in the particular social practices of their target
audience. As a result, they will be interpreted in a way that is specific to the

viewers.cclxxv The ¡mages used in the campaign all denote specific meaning with
cultural significance to the audience. cclxxvi From a semiotic perspective, the
images that appear in the ads function as signified, the text as signifiers and
together they make up a sign whose referent is the type of education one would

get at York. Surrounded by real objects, the referent's, authenticity is significantly
enhanced and, as a result, the viewer is much more likely to be hailed and
become engaged with the ad.
Identity

Students like any other consumer are actively locked into a never-ending
project of identity management. One of their primary sources for information and

instruction is the advertisement and York's campaign is particularly effective in
terms of offering these resources. When ads are viewed, consumers acquire new
symbolic resources and ideas with which to advance their own identity. cclxxvii
However, the challenge to the advertising industry is to get products noticed. One
result of this has been a constant bombardment of marketing messages. Guerilla
campaigns and innovative advertisers have managed to invade and take over
more spaces and places than ever before. As a result, media-savvy audiences
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have become increasingly skeptical,cclxxviii fickle, and less reactive. In many ways,
this change has resulted in individuals who have nominal attachment or loyalty,
are adaptable to rapidly changing conditions and are highly attuned to the
aestheticization and/or commodification of public space. cclxxix In response,
advertisers have altered their creative such that messages have a more reflexive
approach that invites the viewer to become engaged with the content or to feel

clever after engaging with it.cclxxx Often this strategy means using heavy doses of
irony, sarcasm, absurdity and exaggeration, and Canadian universities are no

strangers to such tactics. In 2006, Thunder Bay, Ontario's Lakehead University
ran an undergraduate student recruiting campaign that mocked Yale University
("Yale Schmale") along with one of its famous alumni, then U.S. President

George W. Bush (see appendix 9). In 2008, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario's Algoma
University developed an undergraduate recruitment campaign ("Colossal U") that
mocked large institutions (see appendix 8 a,b,c). Strategies such as these are
designed to softly establish a relationship between advertiser and viewer, for if

the ad is overtly commercial, consumers will likely be turned off and ignore it, or
worse, act out against it. The York ads definitely take a reflexive strategy that
dabbles in the absurd. In a thoroughly postmodern manner, York eschews all the

aspects that students should consider when selecting a university (e.g. programs,
faculty, scholarships, residence quality, location, extracurriculars), and they
speak in a meta or self-reflexive way about different, somewhat odd,

interpretations of what the ad objects could represent to engage the viewer. In
doing so, the subject of the exchange (between viewer and the voice of the ad

text) stands in for the relationship between the two. In other words, the ad speaks
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to the consumer about the process of looking into why York may be the right
choice for them, instead of focusing on the details. In the end the metacommunication has the same ultimate objective (to interest the student in York),
but in a postmodern world, the primary goal is to control the viewer's attention

long enough to generate awareness or interest in the university,cclxxxl not to inform
them.

On one level, the use of different descriptions for the objects appears to
support the supposed interdisciplinary nature of the university, as it demonstrates

how different disciplines may be engaged in the study of a singular object.
However, this technique also creates difference, which leads to a cognitive
dissonance that the viewer is called to resolve. Studying at York is then seen as
the solution to actually discover what the object (and viewer) really is, thereby

reducing or eliminating the tensioncclxxx" the viewer feels. However, the debate
can never be fully realized and, of course, the skeptical, postmodern subject is
not ever fully convinced. This state of not being fully interpellated is, as
mentioned earlier, what Zizek describes as the small "stain of irrationality and

senselessness" that does not take root in their consciousness.CC|XXXI" If you recall,
it is, in fact, this non-integrated surplus of what he describes as "senseless
traumatism" that helps the York ads influence subjects. This is done by giving the
viewer a sense that they have some degree of autonomy, some opportunity to

think about and reject an ad's argument. CC|XXXIV Subjects are often pulled into this
"opportunity to think about an ad" through the use of ambiguity. This technique is
very important and prevalent in advertising, and is found in the design and
textuality of them. Indeed, the more ambiguous an ad is, the greater its interest
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and appeal.ccxxxv In York's case, the ambiguousness of what the objects could be
creates debate and interest in the ad, which is further amplified when they make
the next leap to consider redefining not just the possible, but themselves or their
identity.
Designed to influence

With the York campaign, the advertisements feature objects that scholars

appear to research. As the aim of the ad is to position the student alongside (as
an equal), the effects of spatial organization of the visual images in relation to the

position of the viewer is critical.cclxxxvi To begin with, the objects are all viewed
from eye-level, which emphasizes equality in terms of power relationships. If the
images were to be viewed from other levels, they would denote different
meaning. For example, if viewed from on high, their value would be lessened as

the viewer would be placed in the dominant position. Alternately, if the viewer
was placed below the objects, then the objects would take on an air of greater
importance or difficulty. By positioning them where they are, they are also
designed to invite the viewer to take them for everyday objects that are a part of

their lives. The way the campaign objects are positioned in terms of size, framing,
and angle makes them function as if they were looking out to meet the gaze of
the viewer, and thus they establish or demand an imaginary relation between the
represented object and the viewer. cclxxxvii This view is supported by Kress and van
Leeuwen, who argue that if an image is taken from a horizontal view (located 90
degrees from the subject), a relationship is created where the viewer is involved

with the object and that the two are of the same world. However, if the image was
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taken on an oblique angle (the popcorn is, but ever so slightly, and with no other
references in the visual field, is considered to be dead on) the relationship would
be such that the object and viewer are not involved and that the object is not of

their world.CC|XXXVI" Of course, for York, it is crucial that the objects be seen as
being a part of the viewer's world to maximize the chance of interpellation.
It's the real thing®
As outlined earlier, the contemporary consumer is largely unreceptive to
marketing activities, but that is not the only obstacle advertisers have. Even if ads

manage to catch the attention of a person, it does not mean that they will actually
stimulate the desired effect. Recall the discussion from page 64 on the need for
ads to have an air of authenticity. The contemporary consumer is well aware that
they are being marketed to, and interpellation simply will not occur if a real
connection is not made between the product and the would-be consumer. To

establish this connection, advertisers work hard to boost the credibility of their
message or make it appear more real, and York is no exception. To begin with,

they are in a fortunate position, as they have credibility due to being a university.
Schools are ISAs, and are one of the primary sites where society's dominant
ideology articulates its ways and beliefs, causing students to form a trust for any
similar bodies. While some students may push against this power relation, most
have a built-in or unconscious trust for them. The university also uses ads which
feature photographic representations of the objects, which generally carry more

credibility than, for example, illustrations.cclxxxlx The credibility that the objects
have is boosted by the way they are displayed and the context in which they are
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found. While the images themselves are on a white backdrop, they are displayed
in the very location where they would all be found (a cinema), the 3-D effect with
sight and sound dramatically increasing their reliability.ccxc The significant use of
red in the ads has the effect of not only creating visual consistency between the
various ads, but it also signifies a link to York (the ISA connection), whose
primary school colour is red. It is this link which lends an air of authenticity to the

study of such objects. CCXCI This genuinely articulated background amplifies what
can be described as a naturalistic modality for the ads: a realism that ostensibly
extends the truth of the message. ccxc" Through the sights and sounds of the
theatre, the viewer's other senses are engaged, thereby increasing the scale of

the modality even further,ccxcl" resulting in an advertising gestalt where all parts
become a whole which appeals to the viewer's perceptual logic rather than their
linear logic. This approach establishes the university experience as a series of
symbols linked holistically with a positive social experience or outcome. CCXCIV
That said, an analysis of the objects shows that York strategically plays
down the naturalness of the objects. While they do have a shadow and are
reproduced as if we would see them in the natural world, this state is reduced as

there is no other object in the frame, nor a horizon to establish size, placement,
or comparison. As a result, there is a definite emphasis on signification (versus
natural) and the conceptual (versus perceptual ).ccxcv The images are purposefully
isolated to underline the conceptual nature of the call they are making - ad
readers are called to actually participate in the contemplation of an idea, not just
enjoy the ¡mages' aesthetics. To use another example, if York were to feature ad

materials with a photograph of a student on campus, the strategy would be very

different, instead emphasizing the natural and perceptual. The call would be to

"picture yourself here, as or with this student." While such a photograph would

obviously be set up for the purposes of marketing, it would feature an image that
were of an actual student on campus and therefore be considered "natural." It

would also be "perceptual" in that what one saw was generally what was
accepted, with minimal interpretation required. An example of this is found in

Appendix 1 1 , a recruitment publication for Brandeis University, which, in fact has
a tagline that asks the viewer "Can you see yourself here?" The problem with this
strategy is that most students do not have a pre-existing desire to continue as a

student, no matter how interesting or attractive the campus scenery or pictured
student may be. As described on page 36, capitalism and key apparatuses like
ISAs require the reproduction of themselves - including producers and
consumers. The young know when it is time to move to the next step in their
lives, for they have been instructed in and surrounded by the process since birth.
As a result, most high school graduates are ready to move on to the ranks of

adulthood, not continue in the role of student. York's campaign is brilliantly
conceived in this regard, as it targets this aspiration by appealing to an ideology
that exists within the students' unconscious. ccxcvi As a result, the ad's desired

outcome is achieved with little knowledge of the ongoing process.ccxcvii While the
ad's may make viewers feel like adults/scholars this is merely what Zizek

describes as them achieving a state of false consciousness, ccxcviii as clearly they
are neither.
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Building on existing referent systems
Much brand advertisements operate on a principle Judith Williamson calls

"transference." With regard to this case study, a simple object is shown, along
with various interpretations as to what academics see when they view it. The ad
relies on the audience to fill in the gaps between graphic and text and make the
connections which involve them. The processes work in relation to a wider

system of meaning which exists outside the ad (e.g. the viewer must have a
sense of what the object they are looking at is.) This process occurs because
advertisements are very effective at turning statements about things (use-values)
into values that humans can understand and relate to. In other words,

advertisements provide a structure which is capable of transforming the language
of objects to that of people and vice versa. CCXCIX Recall that the purpose and
execution of modern advertising is to create a specific mode of information that
transforms concrete ideas (use-values) into intricate, symbolic representations
and meanings carried by words and images.ccc Once a connection between an
object and what it symbolizes is made, the viewer has the capacity to skip the
translation process and the object stands in for the feeling it symbolizes. For
example if a diamond stands for love, once accepted, the diamond is love and
vice versa. CCCI

In the case of the York ads, iconic movie-related images are featured that
represent something that prospective students understand, can relate to and

desire. Each ¡mage seems to have been chosen to link the mythological
language (fun, youth, entertainment) of select everyday objects to create the
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same relationship to York's programs. ccc" The object images transfer their
qualities to the university, which then becomes a desirable institution. Attending
York is seen to generate the same association (this time by the student)

independently of the ad (the student is fun, entertaining, and/or has whatever
qualities are associated with it).ccci"
York's use of everyday objects is important to its success in another way.
Such use of familiar objects is fairly common in advertising, and is effective
because it allows a transference of meaning or understanding from one system to
another. For advertisements to make sense to individuals, they must have a
basic knowledge to work with; common objects act like a metaphor to provide fast
understanding. While advertisements do produce knowledge themselves, the

knowledge always comes from something that is already known. CCCIV This process
occurs when a subject or object is used to transfer certain qualities or attribute to

something else. An example of this is the classic Chanel No. 5 perfume ad,
featuring Catherine Deneuve (see appendix 10). The ad has almost no copy, and
is dominated by Deneuve's face and the product bottle. However, little text is
required to understand the ad as, for viewers, Denueve's well-known "French
Chic" attributes are transferred to the perfume in a powerful and immediate

way cccv |n tnjs case tne advertisement's creators are using pre-existing
knowledge and cultural meaning (ideology) which allows reference to take the

place of description, connontation the place of denotation, and symbolic value the
place of use value. CCCVI In advertising, the signification of the image is entirely
intentional; the signifieds of the advertising message are formed a priori by
certain attributes of the products. These signifieds have to be transmitted as
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clearly as possible, cccv" and the ads must achieve an emotional resonance to

succeed. CCCVI" When a viewer looks at an ad, they receive perceptual and cultural
messages at the very same time.cccix The ultimate key to an advertisement's
significance is in the way the relationship between perceptual and cultural
messages of all the ad's elements create meaning - in how the form and

structure of each element contributes to a single, stable, (and memorable)

message.cccx For Barthes, the focus on culturally based symbolism was primary,
reasoning that, in the end, the literal messages contained within an ad really only
support symbolic messages as they take over the signs of another system to
create their signifiers in a system of connotation. cccxi

As the viewers are all familiar with the objects that appear in the York
advertisements, there is no need to supply or invent information. Viewers are

familiar with the objects, understand what they meant to them and can therefore

immediately engage with the ad's messaging. cccxii In doing so, they are
interpellated. The system of signs from which the product draws its image is a
referent system in that the sign lifted out of it and placed in the ad refers back to

it. Someone who was not from the current youth culture would likely have a
different interpretation of the objects (and probably a lot less interest) and
therefore not access the referent system in the same manner; it would lack the
same meaning which is essential for the campaign's success. If the

advertisement objects were less well known to viewers (e.g. genetic material,
ancient heraldic symbols, Sumatran agrarian farming implements - all potential
material for study at a university), the ads would not be anywhere near as

effective. The already-structured referent system is what makes these particular
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ads so powerful.

Those who understand and are attracted to it fall within

York's target audience, and those who do not are irrelevant. As mentioned,

cultural meaning is used to define and orient a person, and one of the ways they
satisfy their societal freedom and fulfill their need of self-definition is through the
systematic appropriation of the meaningful properties of goods. CCCXIV
Organizations can also use this process of appropriation to stimulate a person's
interest in their products or services.

The objects work on another level as well, which would both appeal to
York's particular audience and support their brand. As everyday objects, they
stand in stark contrast to the ones the university's key competitors might be
imagined to study. For example, if The University of Toronto is seen as
connected with high culture, York's use of everyday objects helps them stand out

as different. It is valuable to note that for many, York University will have no
meaning, so the institution must be given value by something. The use of the pop
culture objects has a unique value for their target audience and when they are
used, something about York is signified and the correlating thing (the objects) are
the signifier. cccxv In the advertisements we see objects which we know youth
interpret as part of their world - fun, enjoyable, non-threatening. The text seems
to indicate that these objects are readily studied by academics at York. The ad
relies on a known correlative (the objects' qualities) to interpellate the viewer and
influence them in terms of an unproved correlative (the academics' study of
them). The viewer is required to make a leap of credibility and the knowncorrelative object is the bridgecccxvl which creates the imaginary relationship
between the viewer and York University.

In this system, the receiver is not a passive participant, but rather a creator
of meaning and the York advertisements are a great example of this sort of active
production because they draw their target audience in and cause them to create

meaning. cccxv" As discussed, this ideological coding is often unseen to a viewer,
as they see it as "normal" or in most cases, not at all. For others, they may see it
as strange and therefore reject it (e.g. an adult might not be able to decode the
messages). This does not mean that only those who grow up in a certain
ideological environment will be attracted to the encoded messages. There will be
individuals who aspire to the messaging in certain ads.CCCXVMI Indeed, this sort of
activity is at the heart of successful branding initiatives. Universities must
articulate (encode) what makes them unique in their efforts so as to specifically
interpellate those who will thrive at their institution. Clear encoding also ensures
that those who see it as strange will stay clear and seek out an institution of their
liking. In other words good branding should not be about positioning a university
as simply "the best," but rather as the best fit or solution for a student's specific
needs or desires.

York conforms to a non-conformist approach
The "Redefine the possible" tagline fully supports Heath and Potter's
argument regarding the postmodern identity and its link to competitive
consumption. The York advertisements feature an empowering call to take
control and break from the crowd, thereby driving its target audience from an
imagined state of conformism into an imagined state of rebellion. As presented
earlier, the York advertisements position the prospective student as a scholarly
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equal but the call to "Redefine the possible" challenges the viewer to go even

beyond the scholars and seek out new meanings or knowledge (what is

"possible"). This is, of course, a distortion, as undergraduate students will do very
little "redefinition" of what is possible, spending most of their time learning what is
possible through the study of existing knowledge. However, as discussed earlier,
many students will not be aware of this contradiction due to the ideological
fantasy that they have become ensconced in.

Case Study Summary

As stated in my thesis section, universities have changed significantly in
the way they attract and retain students through the implementation of marketing
or branding activities. This shift is noteworthy, as it represents the formal
recognition of a new relationship where students are positioned in the role of
consumers. York University's Theatre Domination campaign provides an
excellent example of this, demonstrating how ideology forms the basis for the

relationship between today's consumer culture and contemporary models of the
ideological "call" that the Canadian university makes to prospective
undergraduate students.

York's Theatre Domination advertisements can be seen to function on the

ideological level precisely as Althusser defined: by hailing individuals who are
receptive to interpellation, an imaginary relationship between individuals and the
conditions of their reality is created. cccxix The movie theatre is filled with

prospective undergraduate students, York's prime target audience. Being young
and potentially interested in post-secondary education places them in a state of
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openness to being hailed. This potential state is supported by their built-in
behaviour to trust ISAs. Once the ad's creative elements trigger their

engagement, the students form an awareness and knowledge about York
University which represents Althusser's imaginary relationship. For those with
limited or no prior knowledge of the university, ideology is the necessary
representational means through which they not only experience and make sense
of the ads, but actually develop a brand preference or desire for York. The
prospect will likely have never been to York, and yet will have a relationship with
them that has been defined by being exposed to the campaign.
Conclusion: Implications for the Contemporary University
In terms of higher education, there is little doubt that universities play the
role of ISA. With its long connections to the state and the economy, the majority

of society's leaders have stepped through the halls of the Academy. I am not just
referring to government officials and captains of industry, but most groups

considered as ISAs by Althusser (religion, education, family, politics,
communications, and culture) find themselves led by those who have attended
university. Universities would then be complicit in the ideological indoctrination of
their students and the maintenance and extension of the capitalist project.
While I would agree on a certain level that universities have played a role

in maintaining the status quo within society, my experience working at a
university along with the evidence presented previously on the manner in which
individuals are contributing to the creation of their identities leads me to believe

their power or influence, while strong, is not as complete as some critics believe.

Consumers have shown a distinct ability to use goods not only according to a
positional logic, but also in ways that are, broadly speaking, communicative, often
hijacking and altering the original meanings they contain and actively maintaining
and modifying social ties. This leads one to believe that there ¡s a certain level of

consumer agency going on.cccxx Universities are at once a place of contradiction;
at once they are ISAs where ideology is obviously at work but they are also
places where dominant ideologies are challenged. There is no doubt that

Althusser's concept of interpellation is functioning during the marketing of
institutions, but this does not mean that all students who are recruited will remain

convinced of the University's claims. Given this position, I will attempt to map out
what I believe to be necessary for the successful marketing of a university.
From a branding perspective, universities are quite similar to the concept
of the culture industry. Though not literally an industry, cccxxi institutions direct
significant resources to the task of standardizing their image, reputation, and core
messages for the purpose of influencing a series of key target audiences. To

achieve these ends, universities have followed a very similar path of development
outlined by early critics of consumer culture: the use of advanced technical

capabilities and greater administrative concentration. From a marketing
perspective, the concern is less about target audiences being duped by branding,
as today's consumers are not so gullible, but rather that for some universities, it is

enough to simply imitate other institutions (education-based or otherwise). For
them, creativity in the true, innovative sense of the word has ceased to be, and

stylistic imitation has become absolute in terms of expressing their institution's

identities. cccxx" These institutions are doing themselves a long-term disservice, as
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they are missing the opportunity to clearly articulate what it is that makes them

unique and why an individual might wish to add the university's brand to their
identity. Universities are a minimum of four-year commitment for students, and
institutions would like a life-long relationship with graduates. A student who
attends a school quickly discovers whether the brand matched their notion of

authenticity in its presentation during the recruitment phase, and their relationship
to it is ultimately strengthened, weakened, or perhaps even ended.

Given their important position in society, branding efforts in university
recruitment must be very wary of the criticism outlined by Adorno and Horkheimer
when they described the synthesis of high and low art (e.g. Beethoven and

Casino de Paris) in the Hegelian sense - the unified whole of two opposites.cccxxiii
Universities are meant to ignite ideas through research, learning, and discovery
that challenge the accepted norms of student and society and, as such, their
institutional identities, especially in terms of their recruiting efforts, cannot be
overly simplified or crass. A case in point may be the case study used in this
paper, as York University has taken the popular culture angle for a specific
campaign which runs counter to its key competitor, The University of Toronto's

high culture position. York's approach definitely takes them out of competition
with Toronto and establishes a unique position for them by utilizing language and
visuals commonly used by their target audience (movie-related paraphernalia),
but at what cost? Will such attempts lead to them being thought of as the "lowbrow" university? Will their research efforts be limited? Will their recruitment
efforts in terms of faculty and students be affected? Will their other sub-brands

(e.g. The Schulich School of Business) be negatively affected through this
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approach? Their approach is a risky one as it is critical that higher education
celebrate the very challenge it represents to an individual. Universities must not

idolize the cheap by making the average seem heroic,cccxxiv otherwise, its
branding efforts will be subject to the type of criticism Adorno described as

providing nothing more than an identity that is vacuous, banal, or worse,

behaviour patterns that are shamelessly conformist.0™ An example of this
occurred in 2009 when The University of Waterloo attempted to change its logo.
Its students, faculty, and alumni reacted so negatively to the design that it forced
the institution to reconsider its choice of design. The problem? Critics argued that
the logo failed to capture the perceived prestige Waterloo had in terms of its

image cccxxv! The chaNenge t0 this notior|) of coursej ¡s for un¡versjtjes to present
to students their relevance to contemporary society for, like it or not, they are
increasingly evaluated on the basis of exchange value; what will a student
receive for the time and money that they invest during their time at school?

Since World War II, the university has played a significant role in pursuing
the aims of the nation-state and its national/international aspirations, specifically
in terms of its economic benefit, while its role as inculcator of culture has largely
been reduced to that of a repository.cccxxvii As Bill Readings describes it, "The
current shift in the role of the university is, above all, determined by the decline of
the national cultural mission that has up to now provided its raison d'être. The

University is becoming a different kind of institution, one that is no longer linked to
the destiny of the nation-state by virtue of its role as producer, protector, and

inculcator on an idea of national culture."cccxxviii Money has long been a pressing
concern, and the need for a useful and usable education has been a theme in
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public policy at least since the mid-1 860s.cccxxix However, this imperative has

increased just at the time when the nation-state and the modern notion of culture,
which arose together, have begun to decline in importance, given an increasingly
transnational global economy."cccxxx

The reality is that "liberal arts and science" undergraduates have become

a shrinking proportion of the total enrolment, indicating that students are leaning
toward vocation-oriented programs. Since the 1970s, there has been a massive
shift in student interest away from the liberal arts and toward what has been

dubbed the "practical arts," and most universities have had to adjust their

offerings accordingly.cccxxxi In a 2001 national U.S. survey, the most commonly
mentioned reasons to go to college/university included getting career training,
getting a better job, and making more money. Indeed, in an attempt to increase

their student base, universities have moved in areas such as technology and
business, areas traditionally delivered by colleges and trade schools. cccxxxii On the
funding side, it also reflects the waning interest of government and business in
national culture, concomitant with the globalization of all manner of cross-border

flows.CCCXXXI" Given this trend the temptation (and pressure) for a university to
develop and promote its programs based primarily on marketplace need is
powerful, but such a strategy works to deprive students of liberation from the
principle of utility.cccxxxiv Raymond Williams once wrote that "social
consciousness, in the end, is to protect the private consciousness,"cccxxxv and

well-rounded university experience is meant to do just such a thing by
challenging one's mind with the purpose of stimulating critical consciousness

which will, in turn, lead to individual and social transformation.cccxxxvi Certainly,
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universities are meant to impart specific career-related skills and knowledge, but
they also serve to expose students to ideas and possibilities beyond their
contextual experience. Not only does this notion serve the individual through
intellectual stimulation, but it also pushes the student to create new knowledge,
and this concept must be built into the very core of the university mission. To help
ensure that it is communicated and fulfilled, the mission must be reflected in the

brand position (how the university is presented to audiences and differentiated
from others), which will make it explicit to the intended receiver. Such activity is
necessary for key audiences such as prospective students, as it will serve a dual
purpose. First off it is a requisite to attract and retain them, but equally important
for long-term success is the fact that they need to be respected by virtue of the
fact that they are heavy users of the tool that is most used to research, discuss,
and evaluate organizations: the Internet. Their comfort with using the devices,
forms, and norms of computer-mediated communication demand authenticity in
the branding activities of higher education institutions if universities are to achieve

their goals. The reality is that today, consumers have a greater voice than ever
before because of the way computer networks aggregate, amplify, and spread
opinion. Institutions must be mindful that threats due to a rejection or reaction to
branding can come from within as easily as from without (recall The University of
Waterloo example). A strong brand community may be what all organizations
hope for, but if angered, it can pose a threat to a university. Brand communities
are a form of human association, albeit a virtual one,cccxxxv" that coalesces within

a consumption framework. CCCXXXVI" They represent a specialized community with
few temporal or spatial limitations and are founded on set of social relationships
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that brand supporters share. CCCXXXIX As students are increasingly seeing
themselves as consumers of education, the potential exists for a community to
reject marketing efforts or university behaviours, and to use communal

communication channels to circulate and publicize their dissatisfaction. cccxl An
example of this involves York University when in 2008/2009, contract teaching
and graduate assistants went on a twelve-week strike. The Internet allowed for

York's 50,000 students to engage in significant student complaint on blogs and
websites. Even after the strike settled, a website was created

<www.yorktookmymoney.com/> where visitors were invited to join in a $250million class action lawsuit. While it was the third strike in twelve years for the

university, cccxh because community members had wide access to the Internet to
express their disapproval, none have been as devastating to the university in
terms of post-strike impact. Indeed, their overall applicant pool for the year
following the strike dropped by almost 10%, or 3,864 students, and first-choice

applicants (those who chose them as their top-choice) dropped by 13.4%, or
1,092 students. cccxlii
Conversely, if understood and managed appropriately, a strong brand
community presents positive opportunities for institutions. Community is arguably
the primary social relationship for people, and relationship marketing - a form of
marketing which favours attracting, maintaining, and enhancing long-term

customer relationships instead of individual transactions - is something highly
suited to the higher education environment. Brand communities play an important

role in establishing a university's moral responsibility, cccxh" contributing to positive
cooperative action and group cohesion through the sharing of information;

perpetuation of history and culture; attraction, integration, and retention of new
members; and assisting brand community members in the proper use of the

brand. CCCX|IV In terms of student recruitment and retention, universities would be
well advised to take note that community-based "social contacts" forged between
members of social networks, friends, colleagues, and families are significantly

more influential than mass media in affecting purchasing decisions. cccxlv
Interpellation, it seems, works better when the one who does the hailing really is
recognized by the receiver.

Another powerful opportunity arises from a brand community's preference
for organizations that are good and faithful stewards of the expression of the
brand. Members are particularly concerned with how advertising portrays the

brand to those outside of the community.cccxlvl After all, an individual's identity is
intrinsically tied to that of the university they attended. Community members have
a heightened sense of the social construction of a the brand, meaning institutions
must engage in accommodation and negotiation with members to ensure the
interpretation, evaluation, and use of brand symbol systems are effective and

approved of.cccxlv" There will be many in administration who argue that such a
consultative process is too cumbersome and/or intrusive, but universities need to

establish long-term relationships with alumni, donors, and friends. Institutions that
do take the time will be well-served by this strategy.
Universities have long understood the value of rituals and traditions and
used them extensively. Orientation, Homecoming, Convocation, sports events
and Reunion are some of the many milestone events held on campus each year.
Commercial brands, while slower to recognize their value, are beginning to
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understand their value as well. In the branding sense, shared rituals and

traditions signify and nurture vital social processes by which the history, culture,
and consciousness of the community is reproduced and transmitted within and

beyond the community.cccxlvl" Universities need to promote increased emphasis
on the importance and detail of existing rituals and traditions, but they also need
to identify and implement new rituals that are unique to the institution so that they
carry a special aura that no other can reproduce. For the rituals to be especially

effective, they must build upon the institution's brand promise (e.g. a university
with an environmental focus implementing a "Clean & Green" day where the
entire school dedicates its efforts to environmental issues.) An excellent example
of such activity is found at St. Francis Xavier University where they have a
somewhat secretive graduation ceremony where graduates receive a special "X"

ring to signify their achievement and cement their allegiance to the brand.
All of these strategies are premised on the fact that institutions must first
develop a brand that constitutes the university's identity ideologically. This must
then be built into all its operations so that the brand promise is delivered to a

market-savvy, consumer-oriented population. CCCX|IX When this brand identity is
developed, careful evaluation of competitors is required as a university's brand
position must not only match an individual's perception of the institution, but it

must also be seen in opposition to other market options. From an ideological
perspective, an individual requires another, opposing viewpoint or position in

order to distinguish their own 'true' position from it.cccl An identity has no clear
positive meaning, but derives its distinction from what it is not, from what it

excludes, from its position in a field of differences. ccch A strategy built on this

understanding is known as "oppositional brand loyalty", a social process linked to

the development of brand consciousness. The more threatening the opposition or
the more extreme the gap appears, the more cohesive the community - think of

the increase in school pride and passion students exhibit at a university football

game.cccl" Through opposition to competing brands, community members
discover what the brand is not and who community members are not, thereby

coming to understand what it means to be a member of the community.cccliii This
consciousness promotes not only a connection to the brand itself, but a bond with

each other, and this forms the basis for an enduring university brand. cccliv
Suggestions for further research

One of the key areas of this paper has been subject identity, which plays a
key role in university selection for undergraduate students. This paper is an
attempt to demonstrate how the process works, but how strong a role it plays is
unknown. Indeed, there are those that argue the pursuit of self-identity is not the

paramount goal of consumption,ccclv but simply the fulfillment of needs.
Additionally, while universities have certainly begun the process of branding
themselves, the overwhelming majority of them cannot yet be considered to be at

the level of leading corporations. Therefore, further qualitative and quantitative
research would be useful to examine the relative importance of universities in

relation to other competing contributors (e.g. clothing or music) to a person's
identity.

Another avenue for exploration would be to measure the effect promotion
(e.g. advertising) has in relation to prospective students and universities. While
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some universities experience success, what amount can be actually be attributed
to its branding efforts? It is obvious that the majority of students still choose to

attend universities within a close proximity of their home, but a great many of
them do choose universities beyond their "local" options. A quantitative and

qualitative study of the key motivators/influencers for why they chose the school
they did would help measure the effect that marketing (as opposed to other
factors such as parents who went there, scholarships) has on students.

As discussed in the opening paragraphs, David L. Kirp describes the huge
increase in applications as a result of professionally designed marketing plans. It
would be interesting to dig deeper into the reasons for the increase to see how
much merit this position has. In my opinion, to credit the dramatic increase on

better strategies seems far-fetched, but what role did it play and how does it
compare to other factors? For example, were there other social factors at play
such as changing workplace requirements in a shift from blue to white-collar
work, the increase of rural to urban migration, the increased use of information
technology, etc?

Finally, with the backlash against firms that have spread globally, what will
be the fate of universities who take their brand outside their countries of origin? I
hinted that universities may be open to criticism for simply engaging in
professional marketing practices, but this potential could become even more

palpable with globalization. Further research into how students and the general
public view the internationalization of the Post Secondary Education sector would

be valuable, as the move to global recruiting is only going to grow and not just in
attempting to attract foreign students to campus. Institutions such as The
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University of Waterloo, York University (Shulich School of Business), and the
University of Ottawa have all begun exporting their expertise in Higher Education
by building campuses in other countries. If cola, hamburgers and coffee are

threatening to a global cultures, how will Western ideas and knowledge exported
in the form of "franchises" or "branch offices" be received?
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Appendix 4 - "Theatre Domination" campaign signage
Floor cling signage

Backlit signage
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Appendix 5 - "Theatre Domination" in-lobby signage and banners
Backlit signage and banners

Appendix 6 - "Theatre Domination" mascots and student
ambassadors
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Appendix 7 - "Theatre Domination" print advertisements
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